Los t bud get rec ord s toc ost tow n $76,500
By Jennifer Hightower
Discrepanci es in the 198485 tl>wn bookkeeping will cost
Durham taxpayers $76;500 for
··c, onstruction of the records
in 1986.
During 1984, Durham conVf:rted from manual bookkeep:..
ir, -'., ~o a computerize d accounting system. The manual method
was not kept as a check system
of the new system's accuracy and
when an attempt was made to
audit the books, the town funds
were out of balance. So now, no
surplus or deficit in the 1984
budget is available to set the new
tax rate.

On January 16, 1986, the
Board of Selectmen received a
letter from the town's certified
public accountants stating that,
"As auditors for the tQwn of
Durham, we were unable to
complete the 1984 audit due to
accumulated bookkeeping problems." Without an audit, a new
tax rate cannot be set.
H\iwever, the state of New
Hampshire has allowed the
town to estimate the 1986 taxes,
according to Hunter Riesberg,
the new town business manager.
"As soon as the buctget has
passed, this contains sufficient
funds to reconstruct the pre-

vious years books," he said.
"I don't think it's fair," said
Donald Sumner, a budget committee member.· "It's money
($76,500) being spent that had
they done their job would not
be neccessary."
..Article 11 which was
amended during the second
session of Town Meeting Thursday sets the budget at
$3,834,197.33 for January 1 to
December 31, 1986. Edward
McNitt, a budget committee
member, said this will require
a new tax rate of approximatel y
$15.63 per $1,000, not including
school or county taxes. This is

a six percent decrease from last
The accounting problems
year's $16.77 per $1,000.
included a malfunctioni ng com- .
According to Margaret Faulk, purer during the summer, lack
chairman of the budget commit- of manual records as a check
tee, the $76,500 reconstructio n system for the new computer,
fee will be used to hire a firm a business manager who allegedto restore the books from 1984- 1 y did not do his job,
85. It may also be needed to hire unaccounted -for spending, unpart-time help to substitute for authorized check-writin g and
the town's workers while they unauthorize4 purchases by the
help the accounting firm. It may board of selectmen.
be used to fund extra space
Durham's Budget Committee
needed for workers because of 1 has hired Assistant Attorney
the disruption. Lastly, Faulk said General Peter Foley of Concord
if any bank records are not to represent the townspeople
available, the money may be because of the bookkeepin g
needed to hire someone to
RIFT,page8
search through bank records.
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Dur ham zoni ng
ordi nan ce pass ed
By David Olson
Tuesday night Durham citizens approved an amendment
to the town's zoning ordinance
that will limit the number of
unrelated adults living in one
dwelling to three persons.
Article 3 passed 466-302 and
will affect three residential areas
specified in the ordinance. Zone
A in.eludes downtown Durham
and all of UNH. Zone B contains the Laurel Lane area, and
Zone C involves the land along
the coast, inc~uding sights along
Route 4.
In the future, cohabitation by
more than three unrelated
adults in one household will not
be allowed. This will apply to
only incoming dwellers. Those
residents curren_tly living with
more than two unrelated roo.,
mates are protected by a grandfather clause.
The amendment was proposed by a group called the
Durham Citizens Group. It is
aimed at limiting the number
of students residing in the
residential areas of Durham.

Durham Selectman Owen
Durgin said he was in favor of
the amendment. "I think I am.
I think that when you have sets
of students living in a house
that's O.K., but when you have
a large number of students
problems occur."
Durgin said the increased
number of students creates a
noise problem. "The noise is
probably the biggest .problem
for a lot of Durham residents,"
he said.
Dr. Bruce Bragden, former .
Durham Planning Board. chairman, also spoke out in favor of
the amendment, but for a different reason than Durgin.
"I think the reason for the
article had little to do with the
students," he said. "I think the
real reason behind the amendment is to stop investments by
outside people in single family
homes. They buy the homes and
then rent them out."
Eighteen year Durham resident Jon Chorlian was against
the amendment. ''People in this
town aren't really aware of the
implications of the zoning ordinance," he said.
"If students are forced out of
Durham, they will end up driving in from other towns, and
Calend ar-pag e 5 this will cause a problem with
traffic as well as parking."
N otices ___page
Chorlian added, "If the stu'Ed 1·
· I
10 dents were forced out, more
tort a -page
families will move in and this
will mean more kids attending
Featur es-page 13 the schools (pre-college). If 100
. kids were to enter the schools,
A preview of the Alex- at $2500 per kid, that would cost
ander String Quartet and the taxpayers of Durham about
a quarter of a million dollars."
their upcomin g perAlthough Chorlian is against
formnce at UNH is fea- the amendment, he said he can
tured on page _
see the people's position: "I just
13
don't think this particular law
addresses the situation," he said.
Sports ---page 20 . The amendment
passed desThe UNH w_omen's_gym ... pite a petition of protest filed
by Cholrlian. The petition was
nasties team is going for not accepted by the town of
its third straight ECAC Durham because it was not
signed by residents who, in all,
title Saturday in Lund- owned
at least 20 percent of the
holm Gym. See story page land within the three zones.
20.
ZONING, page 9

Inside ...

Durham residents attending the town meeting in the Oyster River High School gymnasium
this week. (Cindy Rich photo)

Sen ator s favo r Her sh plan
By Paul Tolme _
Student senators appear
generally favorable towards
Vice-Preside nt Richard Hersh's
proposal to extend time spent
in the classroom.
The senate voted to form
committees to look into the
proposal that would make students earn their four credits
with four hours spent in classrooms each week. Currently only
three hours are spent in the
classrooms .
The committees, which will
comprise faculty, students, and
administrato rs, will look into
the impact the change would
have on class and lab scheduling,
and investigate the likely cost
of increasing contact hours, said
student senate chairman Eric
Hastings yesterday.
The committees will then
submit a report to the student
senate for examination and
approval.
Because it does not reflect
time spent in the classroom, the
credit system could be seen as
"inflated," which could conceivably devalue the UNH diploma

in the eyes of potential employers.
No time limit has been set
for the committees' reports yet,
Hastings said.
Some senators were reluctant
to predict if and how the proposal would be implemented untif

DR. RICHARD HERSH

the committees have produced
·the results of their studies.
The 1987-88 academic year
is the earliest time the proposal
could conceivably go into effect,
said Hastings. The final decision
on whether the four credit
system will be adopted lies with
the administratio n.
Student Senator Laura Bates
said the students and faculty she
had talked to are glad the
proposal is being looked into,
but added they are not yet sure
about whether they want it
implemented . The issue is still
in its early stages of development, she said.
.
"I think the whole movement
is positive," said Student Senator James Griffith. "Whether
three credits for thtee credit
hours is the solution, I don't
know yet."
'Tm not advocating a specific
solution," said Hastings, "but
this would upgrade the education here. I would have about
a semester's worth of extra class
hours at the end of four years."

CREDITS, page 9
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Co-ed fraternity
comes to UNH
By Doug Lachance
Currently, there are about ·15
Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed members of APO. The membercommunity service fraternity, ship thus far has been formed
is re-activating itself at UNH by word of mouth, said Gigore.
according to UNH student Amy "We are fairly strong now and
. expect that a formal recruitment
Gigore.
process will increase memberThere had been an active ship substantially."
chapter of APO on campus until
1\PO has members from the
1979, she said. The decision to
re-open the fraternity was made already existing Greek system.
recently at their regional con- "We have no restrictions on
membership but other houses
ference in New Brunswick. may,"
Gigore added.
Gigore, a resident of Hubbard,
attended the conference and was
APO's national fraternity
asked to help start the new APO
does not require that APO be
chapter.
a member of the local Intra
Fraternity Council (IFC), "in
Alpha Phi Omega is a nonfact, they discourage it,'' said
residential fraternity that is
Gigore. Gigore stressed that
more concerned with communAPO is a fraternity that has been
ity service than sociai activities,
co-ed for twelve years and is not
Gigore explained. They are
a sorority.
currently planning to build a
playhouse for the Little People's
Daycare Center. "We do socialAPO is looking for new
ize and have social functions but members and will have office
we are more oriented towards hours in the Common Office of
the MUB after spring break.
service," s~id ~igore.

A Ion~ fishing boat among glinting waves at Odiorne Point near Portsmouth. (Cindy Rich
ph<?,tO)
They will be post-ing information in the office and encourage
people to stop by and check it
out .

If anyone is interested in
becoming a member of APO and
are unable to contact anyone at
the MUB, they may call Amy

Gigore (862-4313) or Mike
Nickerson (862-4312). both are
members of APO and Hubbard
residents.

.NEWS·IN ·BRIEF
Dartmouth ·overturns
•
suspensions
The disciplinary board of Dartmouth College
reduced the penulties against two of the 12 students
involved in a January raid against a symbolic ·
shantytown on the college green.
Last month the 12 were suspended but Dartmouth
President David Mclaughin ordered a new hearing
by a new disciplinary board saying the first
proceeding had been flawed.
Sophomore Stephen Davidson, a 19-year-old New
Hampshire resident, had a one term suspension
erased from his record, and for Mike Hafner, an
18-year-old Texan sophomore, a two-term suspension was replaced by a-letter of reprimand, according
to Leslie Grant, who had been given a two-term
reprimand earlier.
_
Dartmouth does not comment on the disciplinary
board's actions.

Carlsson · to succeed
Palme
The Riksdag, Sweden's Parliament, elected Ingvar
Carlsson, a Social Democrat, to succeed assassinated
Prime Minister Olof Palme Wednesday. Carlsson
was elected without an opposing vote.
Carlsson was scheduled to introduce his new
government yesterday. Carlsson, who was Palme's
deputy prime minister, pledged to carry on Palme's
policies.
,
Meanwhile, police reported no developments
in the hunt for Palme's killer. Palme was shot by
a man armed with a .35 7-caliber Magnum on
February 28.

Sharon beats Begin's son
to win key post
Ariel Sharon defeated Benjamin Begin, son of
former Prime Minister Menachem Begin, in a battle
for a key committee chairmanship that started a
power struggle within the Herut Party, Israeli's
largest right-wing party.
Sharon, the commerce and industry minister in
Prime Minister Shimon Peres' government, won
56 percent of the majority of 2000 delegates. The
,victory gives Sharon control of the mandates
committee which will name delegates for the
n~tional convention to be held in two years. The
position is important because the delegate selection
will de ·ermine the balance of power between the
party's factions.
Benjamin :Begin, a 42-year-old geologist, has not
bet:n at:tive in politics until now and has not
established his own power base.

Seoul students renew
protests
Students backing the opposition New Korea
Democratic Party in its drive for constitutional
reform hurled rocks at police and were dispersed
by tear gas on Wednesday. According to student
sources, it was the second day of unrest on Seoul
campuses.
The major derponstration occurred at Sogang
University, where about 500 students clashed with
300 riot police for two hours, said sources. Minor
incidents were reported at several other schools.

Spain to remain in NATO

.More remai.ns, shuttle
debris recovered

Spaniards voted to remain in the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Wednesday,
a victory for Prime Minister Felipine Gonzalez.
The Government said the vote was 5 3 percent to
40 percent, with the rest of the ballots either blank
or invalid.
Pubtic opinion polls up through the last week
had indicated that voters would ask Spain to be
the first member to quit the alliance. The referendu~
was the first ever conducted by a NATO country.
Spain joined NATO four years ago. Spain's armed
forces, nearly 330,000 strong, are considered
important for the defense of Europe's southern
flank. The Spainish Navy and Air Force are
particulary important for controlling the sea lanes
at the Straits of Gibraltar.

A manned submersible has located what NASA
officials say may be an important piece from the
shuttle Challenger's right solid rocket booster. But
there is still no official statement on the recovery
of the crew compartment which was found last week
in 100 feet of water.
According to Associated Press reports, divers
· recovered more remains of the Challenger's
astronauts on Monday. Also found were a storage
locker containing personal effects, two unused
spacesuits and parts of the flight deck.
Hugh W. Harris, a NASA spokesman, said he
expected to be able to comme'nt on the crew
compartment recovery operation only after it is
completed. "I think we're talking days, not weeks,"
he said.

Reag·a n to back .acid rain ,
steps
Adminstration officials said Wednesday President
Reagan will endorse a report calling for action to
curb aci1 rain. The report says acid rain is crossing
the. U n1ted States-Ca_nada border and causing
env1ronmental, economIC, and social damage.
Administration policy has been that more must
be learned about the causes and effects of acid rain
before the government will institute an expensive
containment policy.
·
The officials said Reagan would make the
endorsement when he meets with Canadian Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney on Tuesday. They said
there was some question about how strong the
President's endorsement would be.

Father . son killed in
, boating mishap
Austin J. Randall, 3 7, and his 19-year old son,
Scott, died in a pre-dawn boating accident in
Seabrook harbor Wednesday, according to police
and the U.S. Coast Guard.
Randall, of New Zealand Road in Seabrook, died
-at 12:55 p.m. from hypothermia at Anna Jaques
.Hospital in Newburyport, MA, after pulling himself
ashore behind the Seabrook police station.
His son Scott's body was found 150 yards offshore
at 3:21 p.m.
The pair had left for the harbor about 1 a.m.
Wednesday, according to Chief of Police Paul Cronin.
A Coast Guard officer said the pair were in a 16foot skiff but it is not known whether they had
life preservers .
Cronin said the investigation is continuing.

Murdered woman had
record
The 33-ye~r-old murdered woman whose body
was found two weeks ago behind a Kittery
information center had a long prostitution record
about ten years ago, according to Massachusetts
court officials.
·
The woman, Kathleen Maguire of the DorchesterCambridge area, had been convicted several times
for prostitution and common nightwalking. Her
last conviction was in 1976.
Maguire,whose body was identified on Tuesday,
was found strangled and partially clothed behind
the information center on February 26.
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Durham wraps up meeting
By Jennifer Hightower
thirds. For seyeral years, the equipment was then scheduled
The fiscal 1986 town budget town has only paid one-ninth to be moved to a new center.
and new emergency dispatch of the costs and must now make
During d_iscussio~n of the
equipment were the subjects of up the difference.
budget on Thursday night, the
lengthy debate at the Durham
The greatest debate of the two dispatch center issue was
town meeting, which began nights was over Article five, brought up again. Another
Wednesday night and continued which asked $95,485 be granted amendment was made by David
until late last.night.
to purchase equipment for the Delage, a budget committee
The 1986 amended budget of town and uaiversity Dispatch member. Rather than move the
$3,834,197.33 passed after much Center. The center dispatches old equipment w•hich cost the
deliberation. This puts the 1986 fire, police, and ambulance units town $4,000 worth of repairs
tax rate at $1,523,941.77, ap- in Durham, Lee, Newmarket, in 1985, he suggested that the
proximately $15.63 per $1,000 and several other nearby towns. town pay $30,000 this year as
excluding school and county
The people were expected to one-third of the new equipment
taxes.
,
vote on this article without cost.
There has been a great in- being presented with any facts
"We should not spend
crease in the budget for UNH on what was wrong with the $10,000 to move the old equipworker benefits this year be- present equipment other than ment which is essentially a onecause, for the past several years, age or of what type of equip- year investment. Rather we
the town has only been paying ment the mon-ey · would buy. should spend the $30,000 to get
one-third of their share of costs There were many other discre- 'the right stuff," Delage said.
due to an oversight.
pancies in the budget proposal.
In addition to the new equipThe town and the university For instance, 16 new ·transmit- ment, the town could appoint
share expenses on many of these ters for the Dispatch Center two members each from the
public services including costs were needed but only twelve budget committee and the board
Joseph Michael Jr., was presented with a gavel and brass plaque
accumulated by the Police De- were budgeted for.
of selectmen to offer advice on
partment, the Fire Department
Although · the majority of what type of equipment should this week for 14 years of service as moderator of Durham's
and town offices. The town is residents voted yes on the be purch~sed and who should . town m~etings. (Cindy Rich photo)
supposed to pay one-third of article, it did not pass because receive bids for the installation.
benefit costs while the univer- a two-thirds vote was needed.
MEETING, page 15
sity is expected to pay two- Tre twelve-year-old dispatch

Profs. train
store managers

By Jon Kinson
A. $100,000 management
training program for state liquor store personnel will be
tailored to the individual needs
of the state's 70 stores, according
to a University of New Hampshire official.
·
"The Liquor Commission
wants to develop an approach
which will assure that training
of employees will be done on
an ongoing basis," says Gary
EnsiRn, associate director of the
University's Division of Con-tinuing Education and author
of the proposal approved Friday
by the Governor's Executive
Council.
The Liquor Commission, with
about 600 employees and annual \
revenues topping $170 million,
put out requests for management training proposals last
A boom laid across Beards Creek in an effon to contain pollution after a 10,000 gallon_heating July.
oil tank near the New England Center-ruptured. (Cindy Rich photo)
Ensign says the first three
months of the yearlong project
will be spent visiting state liq~or

UNH oil leak causes alert
By Edmund Mander
Galluns uf oil flowed · into
sewers. Perry Brook and Beards
Creek this ~veek, after a New
England Center heating oil tank
sprung .:1 leak.
Quick acrion by University
maintenance sraff and an outside conrracror prevented the
leakage from spreading .further
afield.
·
The accident occured after
crews flushed out a 10,000
underground rank which supplies heating oil to furnaces in
the New England Center, Tuesday afternoon.
Just before midnight, it was
discovered that oil was overflowing from smaller 55 gallon
tanks temporarily installed to
replace the main rank.
· A valve designed to prevent
oil flowing from the large tank
to the smaller ranks was leaking,
according to Patrick Miller,
executive director for Facilities
Services.
A plumber was dispatched
and the valve was closed. But
that was nor rhe end of the

problem. "At that point we had
no idea that the tank was
leaking," Miller said.
At about 8 a.m. Wednesday
morning, oil was found in a sixfoot deep sump pit under the
New England Center. Suspecting a leak, maintenance crew
members made frequen_! measurements of the oil level inside
the tank, and found "it was
going down faster than it should
have," Miller said.
A little later, oil was discovered in Petty Brook, followed
· by a report from the sewage
treatment plant that oil had
been detected in the sewers,
according ro the UNH News
Bureau.
·
At this point, state, town and
University officials were alerted.
A temporary 1000 gallon tank
and lengths of plastic hosing
were ordered so that remaining
oil could be pumped out of the
leaking tank. Grounds crew
busied themselves preparing
the ground for the new tank.
Booms were placed across
Beards Creek to contain the

contamination.
More than 25 people were
involved in the operation which
cost at least $6,000, excluding
the replacement of the tank,
according to Miller.
Meanwhile, Durham's water
treatment plant started flushing
sewers using fire hydrants. The
sudden demand for water stirred
up iron and manganese deposits
in pipelines, which in turn
tainted the drinking water supply, according to Kevin Clavin,
an engineer at the plant.
-The depos.~ts gave the water
a chlorine-like taste and smell,
causing numerous complaints ·
from dormitory residents across
campus.
By 7 p.m. Wednesday evening, the operation was completed. Miller said he suspected the
tank might have been leaking
for quite some time, and that
Tuesday's flushing operation
expanded the rupture.
"It was somewhat hectic,"
Miller said of the operation, and
added he was relieved that
Durham's swans are currently
elsewhere and out of harms way.

stores to identify management
training needs. Once an assessment of individual store needs
is discussec:l with liquor commissioners, training programs
will be designed, Ensign says.
The project also will provide
state liquor stores with a personnel policy manual, computer
training and specific training
guidelines from entry to management levels, says Ensign.
Maurice Oliver will take a
leave of absence from his job
as associate dean of the U niversity system's School for Lifelong
Learning to manage the project.
Faculty from university system schools and the UNH
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics (WSBE), including WSBE's Stephen Fink and
Gene Bocialetti will be involved
in the management training
programs for -the state's highway and welfare departments,
Ensign says this will be the
university's "most comprehensive" undertaking.
.

Reagan advisor
addresse s students
By Amy VanDerBosch
recent policy in Latin America
"President Ronald Reagan deals with Nicaragua.
and the State Department, with
Policy planners serve as the
the advice of the President's eyes and ears for the President,
Policy Planning staff determine said Hewitt. It is the individual
the United States' action to- planner's obligation to have
wards forei1m countries," said lunch a few times a week with
Ashley C. Hewitt, a senior various figures to find out what
advisor on Latin America on is going on in other countries,
the Policy Planning Staff. He- staying on top of the issues.
witt addressed a political scien<;~ ·
In connection with this, Heclass Thursday in Horton Social witt explained that policy
Science building.
planners serve as an intellectual
Hewitt is currently a Latin vacuum cleaner, staying in touch
American specialist who in the with new ideas, thoughts, and
past worked in the Bureau of approaches useful to policy
Intelligence and Research as an .. planning.
advisor of the National Security
Policy planners also serve as
Council (NSC) in the White a bui:eaucratic conscience and
House, and on economic affairs "an early warning system for
of the State Department.
. problems coming down the
Hewitt has worked most pike," Hewi~t explained. They
recently in Panama with such , have to b.e prepared to say, "Gee
political and military affairs as boss, everything is fi~e now, but
the Panama Canal Treaty. The
Policy Planning Staff's most SPEECH, page 16 _
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The College of Liberal Arts
Students needs

PEER ADVISO RS

to assist first year in. coming students during
Summer Orientation
Part-time work from
June 9-June 27, 1986 ·
Payment $300~
Interested CLA Juniors and
Seniors may pick up an
application form from the ·

·cLA Aca,d emic Advising Center, ·
Murkland #111.

Deadline for applications is
April 11, 1986.
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Friday & Saturd~y at Midnight
$4.00
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(n1les will be enforced and ID's checked)
Also

F/X
7 & 9 pm-$1.75

Visit Wqeatre Jideo
in the lobby
·
lOO's of the latest releases, VCR rentals
NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT is required.
Special Tuesday & Wednesday only $1.25 a tape
Free Parking-on Kari-Van Route
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CALENDAR.
Liberty ball aids statue fund
By Jessica Wilson
For those folks in Durham
who have been lamenting lack
of opportunity to, get all dolled
up and enjoy at\ evening of
formal dancing and dining, The
Liberty Ball has been scheduled.
Scheduled for March 21, The
Liberty Ball is a black tie affair.
Be prepared to walk the receiving line of UNH faculty and
Durham townspeople, dine on
sumptuous food and dance the
night away.
The evening will include
music by the Roy Leach Combo,
and patriotic songs by the piano
led by Helen Slanetz. The University Dance Company will also

lead g-uests in ethnic dances like few odi'er opportunities for the
the Hora and Irish jig, as well people of Durham to get togethas American dances, from the er, Voll said.
"If we lived in the city," said
jitterbug to break dancing.
Proceeds from this gala event Voll, who is a UNH alumni and
will aid the restoration of the wife of Professor John Voll, "we
Statue of Liberty. Tickets are could go to one of those fun:.
$15 each, five dollars will go draising balls."
toward contribution to the Lady.
Mrs. Voll realized, all you
Expenses for the ball are being need for a fundraising ball is
absorbed by Davidson Interior something to raise money for,
Trim Division in Dover and the and people to "have a ball!"
Strafford National Bank.
Mrs. Voll is an active member
- The ball is being organized of the Daughters of the Amerby Sarah Voll and her friends ican Revolution, who have
in Durham. The faculty has been fundraising for the restogotten too large for the annual ration of the Statue of Liberty.
ball that UNH President McCon- BALL, page 16
n~ll used to hold, and there are

FRIDAY. MARCH 14
MEN'S HOCKEY - Hockey East Championships, through
Saturday, March 15.
LECTURE - "Peat, Poteen, and Potemial." Health issues
in Ireland, and report of the 12th World Health Education
Conference, Dublm, Ireland. Professor Joan Tomasi, Dept.
of Nursing. Faculty Center, 1:30 p.m. Open .to public.
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE FOR SPRING BREAK at 7
p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 15
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS - ECAC Champioship.

MONDAY, MARCH 17
UNIVERSITY HOLIDAY -Offices closed.
SPRING BREAK -Through Friday, March 21.

FRIDAY, MARCH 21
MEN'S HOCKEY - NCAA Quarterfinals, through Saturday,
March 22.
UNH GREENHOUSE OPEN HOUSE - Instruction on natural
fertilizers; weed insect and P.lant disease control; ?riental -.
vegetables; saving seeds; wild lowbush blueberries, and'
agricultural biotedinology. Surplus plant sale. UNH Greenhouse, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SATURDAY. MARCH 22
UNH GREENHOUSE OPEN HOUSE- 9 a.m. ~o 4 p.m.
UNH JAZZ FESTIVAL- Evenings concerts; Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts; and Granite State Room, MUB, 7 p.m.

SUNDAY, MARCH 23
RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN 1 p.m.
UNHJAZZ FESTIVAL WORKSHOPS - Granite State Room,
MUB, 1 and 2:30 p.m. Seacoast NH Music Teacher Assoc.
(NHMTA) Recital- Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 2 p.m.
MUSO FILM - 'Ja ged Edge." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and .
9:30 p.m. Students 1, Gen~ral $2.

1

GALA JAZZ CONCERT - Features The Toshiko Akiy~shiLew T abackin Quartet, The Seacoast Big Band and The UNH
Jazz Band. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Admission
$4. Tickets available at MUB Ticket Office.
The University Dance Company will be providing some-oT
the entertainment at a University Liberty Ball to raise funds
for the restoration of the Statue of Liberty.

WE'LL PAY BACK
YOURLOAN • .
BUT THERE'S A HITCH.
You'll like it, though.
Be,:ause every year you serve with
us, we reduce your college debt by
one,third or $1,500, whichever is
greate c. Greater still, after three years
your 1( )an's repaid in full.
You '11 also like the satisfaction and
pride you '11 feel as you learn a valuable
skill. One you use to serve yourself as
well as your countrv.
a part of the Loan Repay,
It's
ment Program. To qualify, you must
have taken out a National Direct,
Guaranteed or Federally Insured
Student Loan after October 1, 1975.
And your loan can't be in default.
·So if youa like Uncle Sam to pay
off your college loan, pay your local
Army Recruiter a visit today. Or call.

all

Dover

-

Tel: 749-0441

Portsmouth - Tel: 4)1-4500

ARMY.
BEALLYOU CAM BE.

MONDAY, MARCH 24
CLASSES RESUME
LAST LECTURE SERIES - A tal~_given by professors as if this were their last lecture ever .... Words of wisdom, advice,
humor or social comment on a variety of topics! Michael.
Gass, Outdoor Education. Hunter Hall, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, MARCH 25
ART DEPARTMENT ALUMNI SPEAKERS PROGRAM·
- Dr. Mary B. Moore, '62, Archaelogist and Art Historian.
Room A218, Paul Arts, 12:30 to 2 p.m. _
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26
PLANT SALE - Sponoso~ed by Student Activities. Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Through
Thursday, March 27.
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES - Gallery Talk, Margot
Clark, Art Dept. "De Stijl", a 20th century art movement.
University Galleries, noon, free.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "U iri Arms." An
examination of some early 19th century lench historical
dramas which seem to celebrate the courage of women who
take u,e arms to defend their families and cities. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:00 to 1 p.m.
CONTINUING THE REVOLUTION: Women Talking With
Women- Anger. Co-sponsors: Women's Studies, Women's
Commission and Women's Center. Underwood House, 3:30
to 5 p.m.
LAST LECTURE SERIES - Susan White, Political Science ..
Hetzel Hall, 7:30 p.m.
MURKLAND CLUB LECTURE SERIES - "Augustan Art
and Architecture in Vergil's Aeneid." Speaker;Prof. John
W. Zarker, Dept. of Classics, Tufts University. New England
Center!, 8 to 9:30 p.m.
-

THURSDAY, MARCH 27
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - "Understanding Behaviorism Through its Epistemology." Room 101, Conant, 3:40
to 5 p.m.
LA TIN AMERICAN FILM SERIES - "Xica." Based on the
true story of a legendary black slave. Murkland Auditorium,
6:30 and 9 p.m. Aamission $2.
MUSO FILM - "Choose Me." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
9:30 p.m. Students $1, General $2.
MEN'S HOCKEY - NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS.

FRIDAY, MARCH 28
MID-SEMESTER
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TKE helps
Durham children

·By Susan Mudgett
On Saturday Feb'. 22 Tau
Kappa Epsilon held a fund
raiser for the Children's Center
of Durham called "Party Your
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals con·
Way to Cancun."
cerned about their drug use are welcome. Tuesdays,
LS&A SCHOLARSHIPS: Application forms now
their
put
TKE
at
"Everyone
Underwood House, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
available in Dean's Office, 201 Taylor Hall and
share of work into the project,"
in Departmental Offices for several College
Chris Peterson, brothe·r and
said
MEETINGS
year.
Scholarships for the 1986-87 academic
organizer for this function. The
idea of the fundraiser was not
NUTRITION CLUB MEETING: Lynn Abbot, R.D.,
CAREER
Chief Dietitian, Exeter Hospital, will speak on
only to benefit the Center, but
her experiences and offer advice for careers in
to get students involved in a
MATCHING YOUR SKILLS AND ABILITY TO
dietetics. Bring your lunch. Thursday, March 27,
MAJORS AND CAREERS: Sponsored by Career
responsible and worthwhile
Room 216, Hamilton Smith, noon.
Planning & Placement. Identify skills developed
cause.
through your work as a student and also through
All the brothers worked,
TICKET INFORMATION
other experiences. These skills will then be related
the deck to look like
painting
Monday,
majors.
to possible career choices and
and moving in palm
ocean,
the
ROSARIO
NICARAGUA,
FIRST LADY OF
March 24, Carroll Room, MUB, 3 to 4:30 p.m.
trees and sand in the "oasis"
MURILLO: Sponsored by .MUSO. "Cultural and
in the basement. Mugs were
Political Differences Between the United States
JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN ECONOMICS - MANand Nicaragua." A first-hand look into Nicaragua,
passed out to everyone and
LEY IR WIN: Sponsored by Economic Undergraduncovering political and cultural insights of this
posters, shirts, and towels were
uate Society. Wednesday, March 26, Room 312,
nation in turmoil. Rosario is a poet and political
McConnell, 4 p.m.
examples of door prizes
activist and Director of the Sandinista Asssociation
awarded. The reason most peoof Cultural Workers. Tuesday, April 1, live in the
METHODS OF MAKING-CAREER/L IFE DEple attended was the give-away
Strafford
the
into
simulcast
and
Room
State
Granite
&
Planning
CISIONS: Spons_o red by Career
of an eight day, all expenses paid
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Ticket sales begin Monday,
Placement. Workshop will assist participants in
Break in Cancun, MexSpring
March 24 for full time undergraduate students only,
identifying their decision-making styles and
ico; but in the end only one
and Wednesday, March 26 to the public at the MUB
identifying alternative styles. Helpful for those·
person walked away with the
Ticket Office, Students $2, Granite State Room,
people having trouble making a decision. Monday,
$1 Strafford Room; General $4, Granite State Room,
tickets.
March 31, Carroll Room, MUB, 3 to 4:30 p.m.
$3 Strafford Room.
Sara Maddox of Colby ColGENERAL
lege, just up for the weekend
EXHIBIT
had no idea at the beginning of
VETERAN'S LUNCH: The Non-Traditional
the night that she would be the
April
Through
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES
Student Center invites veterans to enjoy your lunch
one to walk away with a
lucky
29, R.B. Merritt 2-&3- dimensional work. M-W
while meeting with other veterans at UNH. Bring
trip to Mexico. Peterson said
10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Th 10 a.m. - 8 p :m., Sa & Su 1a sandwich and we'll provide soup. Tuesday, March
that people were relieved to
5 p.m., closed Fridays and University holidays.
25, Underwood House, noon to 2 p.m. For more
hear that no brother could win.
information, call 3647.
"It showed people that we didn't
fix it," he said.
sold,
There were 350 tick..:ts went
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . $6.00
a piece. This money
to pay for the materials, doorprizes, and in the end the left
over $500 was donated to the
Children's Center.
"This is the first ' kind of
fundraising party we've had at
TKE," said Peterson, "We' re
hoping to promote this kind of
CURF PROPOSAL DEADLINE: Proposals, completed applications, and supporting letters for the
Spring 1986 CURF competition must be received
by the Research Office by 4:30 p .m., March 28,
1986.

CLOSED ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - STEP
MEETING: Individuals concerned about their
drinking are welcome. Tuesdays, Wolff House,
12:30 to 2 p.m.

party within the Greek System."
He's heard no "bad notes" since,
he contacted the authorities, and
went through all the necessary
channels.
Peterson believes that social
organizations should "stay out
of trouble and get into charity."
TKE is not using this community involvement as a screen
to party behind, rather to do
what they like to do and make
everyone else happy doing it.
"The University had no
problems · in accepting this way
of fundraising," said Peterson.
In response to the current .
concern for drunk drivers, professional bartenders were hired
to monitor for excessive drinking, and a "Safe-Ride-Home"
program was set up in cooperation with Kathleen Gildea
Dinzeo of the UNH Alcohol
Advisory Committee.
TKE is sponsoring a similar
·fundraiser for a yet undetermined. cause on April 5th. This
will be a Keg roll from Concord
to Durham in conjunction with
the brothers from TKE of
Keene State College. "We've
been thinking a lot about fundraisers of this type lately since
the last one went over so well,"
said Peterson.
The Durham Children's Center is a day-care service that
serves about 30 families who
are University staff personnel.
Sarah_Hydorn, director of the
Children's Center called the
charitable efforts of the fraternity "a breath of fresh air".
These boys worked very hard
to make this a success, and they
deserve. any and all credit they
get." She said she looks forward
to working with them in the
future.

TWO YEARS WITH US CAM

MAKE YOU A LOT MORE THAN PROUD.
You'll be experienced in a skill, better prepared for college, and a
bit richer than before. Not to mention having more adventures and meeting
more people than most others do in ten years.
The U.S. Army offers over thirty varied and interesting skills to
women for two--year training. Skills like Radio Operator, Cargo Specialist,
or Air Defense. They're all covered under The New GI Bill plus The New
Army College Fund. Which means that up to $17,000 for college could be
yours in just two years of service.
As a soldier, you'll also receive good pay, food, lodging, and med-ical coverage. In the end, you'll feel great about yourself, and your country.
It's called pride. Call your local Army Recruiter today to find out more.
Dover - Tel: 749-0441/Portsmou th - Tel: 431-4500

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity recently raised funds for the.
Children's Center of Durham. (Amy Fert~l photo)

Custom.

T-Shirt
Printing

~
.(603) 431-8319
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY :rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS·
& TOTES .

- L_____J.--.....-------~ -3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH. NH 0;3801

.............. .. ·---··•"'"'""•··· ..
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Trees beside Young Drive are sharply contrasted against the snow-covered field b~hind. ■•
(Cindy Rich photo)
· '

~ord Associa.tion
(603) 659-2423

i
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Word Processing • 'fyptng • TranscrlpUon
Durham, New Hampshire
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; ·
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
············································
.: · ------------------------- -------------·
····
:
•
;
•
:

$135 MILLION+ in financial aid went unused last vear.
Fres~me!1, Soph., ongoing graduate students; for help
cashrng rn on those funds, call Academic Data Services
toll free 1-800-544-1574, ext. 639, or write P.O. Box 16483,
Chattanooga, TN 37416

·;
;
•
:
:
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The Seacoast's Only Bagel Bakery

Spring Break Hours

Mon-Sat 7 am-5 pm
Sun 8 am-2 pm

19 Market St.
Commercial Alley
Portsmouth, NH
03801
Tel 431-5853

Durham Shopping
Plaza
Durham, NH
03824
Tel 868-1424

Cinnamon Raisin• Onion• Rye• Salt• Pumpernickel
Sesame• Plain• Poppy• Whole Wheat• Egg• Oatmeal• Garlic

The New Hampshire
is looking for

• (1) Sports Editor
• (1) Arts & Features Editor

gain valuable experience
make new friends
Stop by Room 151 in the MUB
for an application

Deadline April 2, 1986
The New H ampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room .
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H. 03824. Business ·
Office hours : Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typograph•t_:al or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The N ew Hampshire,
· 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. · 10,000 cppies printed per issue
by Journal .Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
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problems.
"If we find irregularities
severe enough, we are mandated
by law to 1 bring the Board of
Selectmen to superior court and
remove them," said Faulk.
Faulk said this is not yet
neccessary but felt that the
townspeople should be made
aware of the year's problems.
Donald Sumner, a budget
committee member, said that
apparently the selectmen were
led to believe that the 1984-85
books were being kept properly
when, in fact, they were not. The
former Town Business Manager
Deane R. Sweet was hired with
the selectmen' s approval to set
up the computer system in 1984
and keep records. According to
Sumner, he didn't do so and
· '" this went on for over a year."
"It has been a year of problems and progress," said selectman Anne Goodman. She said
that the staff continued to work
despite the resignation of Sweet

this past October. She blamed
the discontinuation of the manual bookkeeping, a former bookkeeper who did not "possess
elitist skills,". and computer
problems _d uring the summer
for the many·ledger problems.
"The board ( of seiectmen)
tried very hard to give the
budget committee what information we had," said Goodman.
She said that problems in property tax and the wat'er and
sewage funds will have first
priority.
According to Goodman, any
Qookkeeping errors which turn
out to be the fault of The
Computer Center of Falmouth,
ME, will be corrected by them
at no cost to the town.
The level of tension between
the board of selectmen and the
budget committee is apparent.
According to Edward W. McNitt
of the budget committee, the
rift is ~ result of the incomplete
and unsatisfactory boo_k keepin

Howto

for 1984-85.
"It is intended that the two
boards keep an eye on each other
for the taxpayers' protection.
At town meeting time, that
tenps to get a little intense,"
said McNitt of the internal
conflict.
Owen B. Durgin, a selectman,
was less willing to talk about
the problem than the budget
committee members. "I think
I have absolutely no comment,"
he said.
"I think the issues raised are
real issues but, taken out of
context, they appear bigger than
they are," said Selectman Patricia Fisk.
A second reason for the
apparent rift is revealed in
Article Eight which asked the
town to authorize selectmen to
borrow $9000 to buy a copy
machine. However,- selectmen
have already used a three-year
bank loan to purchase the copier
without authorization.

According to Sumner, this is
in violation of state law. He said
selectmen may not buy anything
that is not in the budget at a
town meeting and only a town
meeting can authorize a loan
for longer than one year.
The vender has been payed
and the copier has been in the
town's possession since August,
Faulk said. She also said there.
were contradictory explanations
of where the funding came from.
It has since been discovered that
it was bought with surplus funds
which she said were not expendable.
The article passed with an
amendment to make three payments of $3,653 to continue
paying off the debt to The
Durham Bank.
"The people apparently felt
that it was all right and were
very magnanimous," said
Sllcmner, budget committee
member. "We complain about
what
·
·
n but

s.
With_the American Express® Card
you can buy everything from new
spectacles to some pretty spectacular clothing. The latest in audio
equipment and the latest albums.
The Card is the perfect way to pay
for just about anything you'll want
during college.

How to get the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe that college is the first
sign of success, we've made it easier for you
to get 'the American Express Card. Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a SI0,000 career-oriented job. If you're
not graduating this semester, you can apply
for a special sponsored Card. Look for
student applications on campus. Or call
1-800-THE-CARD, and tell them you want
a student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it~M

when it happens locally, and we
have the best opportunity to
control it, we still act apathetically," he said.
Another discrepancy of the
past year's expenditures was the
· purchase of an IBM computer
by the selectmen. There was no
authorization for this purchase
although money was put aside
in a capital fund for future use
In January, 1984, a down payment was made and followed
by another payment before it
was authorized at the 1984 town
meeting.
Another problem was that
checks were being paid out with
the approval of department
heads but not selectmen's ap- .
proval. Selectmen had no idea
of how much was being paid out,
according to Sumner.
Checks in past years were
written and signed under a
manifest system. Thi·s means
that the name of the company
being paid, the check number
and the check amount were
attached to a copy of the bill.
Then, at least three of the five
selectmen signed a voucher.
However, this practice was
replaced by unauthqrized people
placing the stamp on checks
without any selectman signatures, according to both Faulk
and Sumner.
One resulting problem was
overpayment for services. An
oil company was overpaid by
$5,000 and finally called the
town off ice to request that the
payments be stopped, said
Sumner. There is no way of
knowing how often this occurred at businesses which
didn't report it, he said.
Faulk als_o said that the budget
for the ambulnce account was
increased and it is unknown
where the money came from.
In answer to the fears voiced
by the townspeople as to future
mishaps, the budget committee
said it is their future intent to
keep more frequent and detailed
checks on the accounting. Once
resolved, the budget committee
may not demand anything of the
board of selectmen except a
listing of expenditures, an anticipation of revenue, and frequent meetings.
"I have lived in Durham for
19 years. This is the first time
in 19 years that the budget
committee in its' objections has
. been very specific- and very
concrete," said townsperson
Stephen Jenks, a management
consultant. "And I think the
board of selectmen should pay
attention to them this time
because it's for real."

BOSTON

ANY DAY

s11-95

Our $11.95 same-day round
trip fare to Boston from Durham
or Dover is a super value. For
schedule information, call your
local ticket agency.

CONCORD

TRAILWAYS
DURHAM NH
'Young's Restaurant
48 Main St.

603 • 868-2688
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If the petition were accepted,
a two-thirds majority would
have been necessary for the
amendment to pass. In this case
512 votes would -have been
needed for the two-thirds majority. With 466 citizens voting
in favor, Article 3 would have
failed to pass by 46 votes.
Hunter Riesberg, the newly
appointed Business Manager
for the town of Durham, said
the petition submitted by Chor..:
lian represented only a litde
over 14 percent of the necessary
area.
The Durham selectmen, acting on the recommendation of
the town counsel Peter J. Laughlin, made the decision to include
public land in their estimation
of the total amount of land in
the three zone areas.
"We felt we had enough
signatures until the town counsel decided that all public lands
should be included in the final
tabulation," Chorlian said.
If public lands had not been
included in the final tabulation,
both Chorlian and Riesberg said,
the petition would have gathered at least the required 20
percent.
Laughlin said the land should
be included in the tabulation
because it falls under town
zoning ordinances. "I represent
many towns and I have always
assumed that you include public
lands."
Chorlian maintained the inclusion of public lands in the
final tabulation was of questionable legality. "There is some
question as to whether or not
it (the town's decision) will hold
up in court," he said. "And.there
are plenty of people willing to
contest it."
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YOURBSN·IS
·WORIH MORE IN
ARMY NURSING.

J
Tlie New
Ramps.hire .·

First, there are the respect and dignity accorded ,
officer. Then there's the opportunity to
Army
an
travel, changing hospitals without losing seniority,
as so often happens in civilian hospitals.
And there's the opportunity to add new
and different nursing disciplines. To study,
continue your education, attending professional
conferences, working in a variety of nursing
·
specialties.
If you're working on your BSN or if you
. already have a BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or Puerto Rico, talk to
our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

_is _looking for a F drum
Editor_ for the fall of 1986.
~PPhca tions may be
picked up in room 151 of
the !MUB and are due on
A Pn12.
.

CALL COLLECT:

301 -677 -5355 / 4076

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
RUN FOR COVER!
The original cost is coming to save their school ...
and it's open season on anyone
who gets within range~

-CREDITS<cominued from page .I)

"This is already the second
most expensive state university
in the Country," said Griffith,
adding he hopes a new system
would not raise tuition.
Student Senator Melissa Bulaong said she is in favor of the
credit change, and said she does
not think it would raise tuition
fees because professors are paid
on salary, not per class hour.
In theory, the work load
should not increase for the
students or teachers, because
when the four credit system was
implemented in 1968, it was
agreed students would recieve
an extra hour's worth of outof class homework weekly. "But
this guideline hasn't been very
strictly. followed," Bulaong said.
Students opposing the proposal are ·afraid of extra work,
Bulaong said.
One concern of present students is that the new credit
system would hurt their academic system, Bates said, and she
proposed a grandfather clause
to exclude current students from
. the system in the event of a
changeover.
"I think the proposal will pass
because stydents seem to want
it," said Bulaong. "We in the
senate vote how our constituency demands."
Bares said she thinks the
proposal will require a lot of
· work. "Each of the academic
departments is so different, that
. I can't see all of them getting
together and agreeing on one
solution."
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WARNER BROS. Presents A PAUL MASLANSKY PRODUCTION A JERRY PARIS Film
"POLICE ACADEMY 3: BACK iN TRAINING" Starring STEVE GUTTENBERG • BUBBA SMITH • DAVID GRAF
MICHAEL WINSLOW • Ml-,RION RAMSEY • LESLIE EASTERBROOK • ART METRANO • TIM KAZURINSKY
BOBCAT GOLDTHWAIT as Zed and GEORGE GAYNES os Cmdt. Lossard Music Composed by ROBERT FOLK
IK, 'M WARNER BROS.~
Written by GENE QUINTANO Produced by PAUL MASLANSKY
~G!PMENTAlGUIIAIUSUIHS:J
~ '-'w,, 1' • •,'~'!'..;'.:l'.;,~':~'N~:~~~: ~ .
Directed by JERRY PARIS
~ , . . , _ , . .• ..,•• ...,... ,.,.. _ @
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WATCH OUT! T·H·EY'RE HERE MARC·H 21 !.
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All the news that's fit to show
Nothing much has happened in the world
this week, according to ABC. On Tuesday,
for instance, the Peter Jennings news
program featured progress on recovery of
the shuttle debris, then made a routine hop
over to Nicaragua for a report on the
Sandinistas and wrapped up with the latest
revelations on former President Marcos's
lavish lifestyle in the Philippines. This
familiar US - Nicaragua - Philippines .
triangular trip often marks the extent of
US television foreign news c·o verage,
leaving Europe, the Middle East and other
parts of the world to sleep on in peace. This
is not to diminish the importance of either
the Philippines or Central America. On
the contrary, Central America is crying out
for more than the superficial treatment
it generally receives at the moment. So are
many other regions in the world.
World news coverage on television
compares very poorly with that of the
nation's newspapers. Wednesday's The

Wo111en
To the Editor:
The week of March 2-8 1986 has
been set aside specifically to honor
women within our country who
have made si_gnificant contributions
to the shaping of our nation. The
theme of this year's Women's
History Week, "Women's Culture
and Values" is said to "explore
women's moral values, artistic and
literary visions, cultural perspectives, roles and insights within the
contexts of education, work, relationships, and social change. The
program raises issues about women's experiences, choices, and moral
values, and the often observed
silence about truths of our own
perceptions of social reality." But
wait, just whose values and culture
are represented from the third to
the thirtieth of March.
A close look at the scheduled
lectures, films, and panel discussions shows very clearly whose
"values" and "culture" are represented. They are certainly not those
of the majority of women on the
UNH campus, the state of New
· Hampshire or the majority of
American women. Why is there a
noticeable absence of conservative
values? Why are there movies about
women in Nicaragua and South
Africa during a week honoring
American women? Where are the
Phyllis Schlafly's? Where are the
Mother Theresa's? Where are the
Jeanne Kirkpatrick's or the Flannery
O'Connor's? Why not have Dee
Jepsen, President Reagan's former
Special Assistant for Public Liason
to women's organizations, speak
on "Women's Culture and Social
Change" instead of Margaret Randell. Margaret Randell is a feminist
whose radical political views are
both hostile and destructive to the
freedom that each of us enjoys.
Today in the United States, the
largest and fastest growing women's organization, Concerned Women for America, boasts a membership of 500,000 women. A number
which is larger than the combined
members of the National Organization for Women, the League of
Women Voters, the National Women's Poltical Caucus, and the National Women's Studies Association

New York Times, for instance, included
stories from as far apart as West Germany
and South Africa, Spain and the Soviet
Union, as well as in-depth coverage of the
stories covered on ABC news that night.
Surely a story on a new inquiry into West
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl's possible
involvement in a bribery scandal, for
example, warrants a mention on the
television news?
It is disturbing in a nation inextricably
caught up in the affairs of countries all over
the world, as all superpowers are, that the
primary popular news sources are so
deficient in their world coverage. British
television networks manage a comprehensive coverage of world events. Indeed, on
those all too rare occasions when American
television does venture beyond the Philippines, it often uses British footage.
Nevertheless, an opportunity for improvement is on its way, with an announcement by ABC's new president, John Sias,

New Hampshire, I spoke of the
conflicts in Nicaragua and El Salvador, but unfortunately this became confused in the March 7th
article "Students Protest US Contra
Aid." I say ,,nfortunately because
it is now more important than ever
before that the public has clear
information about the wars effecting the well being of the US and
Latin America. I believe it is the
duty of the press and US citizens
to understand the Central Ame1kan
conflicts. It is not enough to report
the existence of repression. You
must accurately report who is
repressing whom and where the
US military and other aid is going.
Here are some corrections to your
article.
At this point in the contra war,
I am not aware of the contras using
air power to kill Nicaraguans. The
comments that I made about aerial
bombings and shootings referred
ro El Salvador. The El Salvador
military (with US support!) is
bombing and killing large segments
of its population in order to clear
rebel zones ( one third of the
country) of civilians who support
the FDR and the FMLN ( the
Salvadorian opposition). Reagan
has asked for $483 million to
continue these killings. It is in these
free fire zones (rebel controlled
areas) where anyone sighted can
be shot, that the population must
hide from the US helicopters with
their gattling guhs shooting thousancl.s of hand-length armorpiercing bullets per minute at
people coo far away co see if they're
farmers or children or rebels. It is
To the Editor:
in these areas that the US supplied
Understanding the conflict and white phosphorus and napalm-like
issues around any one Centnd fire bombs as well as concllssion
American country requires an un- bombs which are falling at an
derstanding of the regional con- increasing rate of three major
flicts. This is why while fasting to bombings a day. le is these areas
raise money for a Nicaraguan where "draining the ocean" (killing
hospital, and to sway public opinion the population or forcing them to
against the contras attacking Ni- flee) insures catching "the fish"
caragua, the Committee on Central (destroying the political and milAmerir? also distributes informa- itary opposition) in this five-yeartion on the bombing of civilians old civil war. le is the support for
in El Salvador by their own govern- these killings, as well as the support
ment (with US support!), the for the terrorist contra forces killing
massacre of Guatemala Indians by Nicara_guans. that is braqding the
their military government, and the US government and people as war
militarization of Honduras by the cruninals. This is why we (the press
_US. During an interview with The

(The Forerunner 12/85 Vol. V No.
7, Encyclopedia of Organizations
1986f Concerned Women for America, seeks to "inform concerned
women in America about "the
erosion of our historic ChristianJ udeo moral standards" and to
provide the opportunity for "concerted and effective actions against
movements seeking to destroy the
family." Why has this view which
so many women hold to been
ignored?
·The program plainly is organized
by and for a liberal feminist elite.
These lectures, films, and panel
discussions are not going to benefit
the majority of UNH women or
men. It is an open sign of the
prevalent liberal hypocrisy, which
shows intolerance towards views
which differ from its own. While
Fundamentalists are often burned
in effigy by the liberally biased
media for being "intolerant," it is
really the liberal establishment
itself which is the guilty party.
The women of the UNH Women's Commission, as "responsible"
members of the University community, seem to have forgotten that
they are part of a "pluralistic"
society and have neglected to
9rganize a well-balanced program
which would represent differing
views. Thus we have one more
example of radical feminists imposing their narrow viewpoint on
the rest of us.
Shawn McDermott

Protest

of his intention to increase the quantity
of the ailing network's "news-derived"
programming. Whether this will mean
wider coverage or just more of the same
has yet to be seen. The main reason for
the change is economic reality rather than
a recognized need for improving program
quality. Sias has speculated the network
might not turn ~ profit this year, and he
is cutting back on everything from rented
hotel suites and limousines for television
executives to ABC's pet mini-series. News .
programs can be produced at a fraction of
the cost of entertainment features.
Extending scheduled news programs will
be half the battle. After all, a half-hour
news program with frequent commercial
breaks is just not going to get us round the
world and back in time for supper. We need
more news. It is time for_ the networks to
begin living up to the responsibilities
inherent in their role as the nation's primary
source of information.

and the public) must gather information and press for true peaceful
solutions co the Central American '
wars.
I would also like to add that if
there was need, I would not be afraid
co protest the Nicaraguan government in Nicaragua like I am not
afraid to protest my own government's actions here when necessary.
This is why I admire the cries for
truth and freedom of the students
and teachers of the University of
San Salvador, El Salvador. These
protests are often cut short by
assassinations done by military
associated "death squads." These
cries for justice and an end to the
bombing from these fellow international students and teachers must
not fall upon deaf ears in the press,
students, and teachers at the University_of New Hampshire.
Doug Horvath

Letters to the editor should
be typed and signed, and
must include an address
and telephone number for
rverification.
Address all mail to:
The New Hampshire,
Room 151,
MUB.

Write letters
to your
newspaper
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University Forum
Stop drugs, not sports

Wanted: student involvemen1

By Peter A. Katz
The American people seem to follow
certain trends very seriously for a few
months, then quickly forget about them.
While we analyze the situation at hand
quite thoroughly, by the time we drop
it and move on to another, we have
not gotten to the root of the problem.
We are seeing this right now with
drugs in America. The problem has
many faces . Huge exports from South
America bring large prof its to those
who sell and who do not get caught,
reaping carnage among America's
youth. Unfortunately, though, it is
athletes who are currently getting the
focus of our attention. During the past
few months baseball and basketball
authorities have reacted effectively
against drug use.
A few weeRs ago, Commissioner
Peter U eberroth finally reached a
decision against those active and retired
players who had testified against Curtis
Strong, a drug dealer in Pittsburgh.
None of those athletes were charged
by the Federal government, because
they testified under immunity. Since
all their statements were followed
closely by the media and the public,
everyone anxiously awaited to hear
what actions Ueberroth would take.
He divided these athletes into three
groups, with the hardest punishment
being either a year's suspension or a
donation of 10 % of their salary, 200
hours of community service and random drug-testing for the rest of their
careers. He added that if these players
are found with drug-contaminated
blood, they will be expelled from
b~seball for life.

"All 1n all, we must
realize that drug use is
a national problem, not
"
one just £or at hl etes.

Two other institutions must work
particularly hard in stopping drug use,
because they,have a lot of contact with
children. Scbools must continuously
reinforce that drug use is a disease.
Although small doses of lesser drugs
may be fun they might lead to larger
problems. If kids take up drug-taking,
parents must get themselves involved.
All in all, we must reali2:e that drug
use is a national problem, not one just
for athletes. Most sports are trying to
clean up their leagues, bur this is having
a negative aspect on the rest of society
as well. Many companies such as IBM
and The New York •Times are now
following professional athletic teams
by including random drug testing
clauses in employee contracts. The
reasoning. for athletes - that they are
looked up to by the public - does not
make sense for business employees.
The best test to see if an employee is
on drugs is to look at his or her work.
If it is not satisfactory, that person will
be fired, which should be enough of
an incentive for one to clean up one's
life.
·some people might argue that
corporate drug testing will help the
individuals, because they will then be
sent to rehabilitation programs. Corporations want testing only to make
sure they are getting the mo st from
their workers, not to improve th eir
lives! From this, it will not 6e long
before employees will be asked th eir
political views.
·
Thus, drug use is America's current
trend to follow. How long it will keep
our attention is anyone's guess. Perhaps
another crisis will capture our imagination and th e drug problem will
recede into the background. Before this
happens, we mu st find the root of th e
problem a nd solve it. •We muS t also
stop blaming athletes for a national
problem, and let them do what they
are paid for - play sports.

A similar situatlon recently occured
in professional basketball. According Peter A. Katz is the Forum Editor ofThe
to a plan sponsored by the players and New Hampshire.
the league, if a piayer is found guilty
ofdruguse,heissenttoarehabilitation
program paid for by the league. Michael
I woke up yesterday morning and
Ray Richardson of the New Jersey Nets
went to such a program, but last month . turned on the TV, expecting Jane
he was again guilty of drug use and, Pauley briefing me on the news of the
in accordance with the league's p-ro- world or Gene Shalit mumbling incogram, he was expelled from the N.B.A. herently about an equally incoherent
Although these are effective actions film. But what was the first thing I saw,
to eliminate drugs in sports, are they at 7: 15 in the morning, before the coffee
necessary? Most people say yes, because was even finished brewing? I saw t~o
youths look up to baseball players and trucks moving across the screen and
other athletes. I say no for two reasons. I heard the voice of John Palmer telling
One is that sports have always been me that the remains of the seven shuttle
filled with characters _taking illicit astronauts were being transported to
substances. Babe Ruth is one of Amer- Cape Canaveral in boxes. Boxes. Frankica's gre,a test heroes, but recendy his ly, that was my breaking point.
I no longer want to hear about ships
love for alcohol has been publicized.
Knute.Rockne, of Notre Dame, had scouring the Atlantic for parts of the
similar problems. Alcoholism was shuttle. I do not want to hear about
considered a grave offense in those days. O-rings, or the temperature on the day
Rockne is also now reported to have of the launch. I don't want to hear any
bet many times on his own games. If more testimony or complaints by
these great athletes were accepted back former or present astronauts. And I
then, why can't today's lesser ones be particularly do not want to hear
too? Rockne and Ruth played the game anything more about the investigation.
The investigation is taking on the
because they enjoyed it and the public
enjoyed their talents. People today characteristics of a 17th century Salem
witch trial. Those doing the investishould do the same.
Secondly, sports are being blamed gating seem to have lost sight of what
inaccurately for the drug problems. they are investigating. They are no •
To solve the probtem, we must look longer looking to find the cause of the
to institutions in America. One is the accident in order to see that it doesn't
Federal government, which must con- happen again.
Instead, the investigators seem to
tinue to support drug rehabilitation
centers. Washington must also stop be looking for someone to blame,
drug exports into the country. This someone to remove the load from their
can be accomplished by patroling our shoulders. With each new piece of
southern borders better, especially the evidence, the blame is shifted to
overland route from Mexico, and giving someone else, who carries it until the
stiffer penalties for those found guilty next piece of data is rev-ealed. And it
goes on and on.
of drug sales.

By Alan Adelman
Much has been said of late concerning
higher education, and positive revisions
thereof. Vice President of Student
Affairs Richard Hersh has voiced a
. few innovative ideas. He calls for
increased time-in-classroom, more
cultural awareness (a mandatory semester abroad), and an expanded five
year curriculum.
You can't in the least bit discount
somebody for trying, that being a lot
more than you can usually expect.
However, the feasibility behind his
argument must be questioned. What
with the upcoming Federal financial
aid cuts, money will be sparce among
collegians throughout the remainder
of this century, and possibly others.

"The responsibility to
stimulate each and every student will rest
fully upon the prof essors' shoulders."

What we must do is build within the
already existing framework. Due to
economic limitations, the changes made
will be independent of money. They
won't be in the form of new academic
buildings, revised textbooks, greener
grass, or a fatter Time & Room
Schedule. Instead, we will be forced
to make an intangible revision.
This is what is going to transpire
within a five year span. The United
States University Education Commission (USUEC) will enforce the following proposal: "It is in the best interests
of present and future generations of
American people, for the maintainance
of a literate society,Jhat it be vested
in the constitutional obligations of

university professors to take it upon
themselves to establish within their
respective lecture halls stimulating,
attention-worthy learning environments."
This amendment will bring about
a long-overdue realization among the
born-again lecturers. For centuries
they've just been spewing their wordly
know ledge to rooms full of bored, and
ri~htfully so, note-takers and hell. raisers.
It's difficult to understand why a
supposedly communicable professor
is unable, or unwilling, to empathize
with, and then adjust to, the classroom
situation in the university . Looking
into the audience, a professor mistakenly sees a group of enthusiastic
knowledge-seekers, chomping at the '
bit to digest each and every work slung
in their general direction.
In each classroom 1s a diverse
arrangement of students: Biffs and
Muffies (or Ken and Barbies), athletes,
computer science majors, G.Q. and
Avon groupies, young Republicans,
old Democrats, and any other stereotypes you could think of; they're all
there. But now that the USUEC has
put into effect their master plan, things
will change. , The responsibility to
stimulate each and every student will
rest fully upon the professors'
shoulders.
Bland lectures and the rereading of
textbooks, disguised as genuine monologue, will henceforth be declared
illegal. Professors will have no choice
but to seek out effective means of
communication, such as open discussions and in-class student participation.
Students shall be challenged to think
and elaborate, rather than memorize
and maintain. This will inevitably occur.

Alan Adelman is a columnist for The Neu
Ef!tmpfhire.
__-
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Who will bear the final burden? Will
it be a factory worker in the town where
the solid rocket boosters were assembled? Will it be the former head
of NASA for allowing the launch? Will
it be the astronauts themselves for
getting out of bed on such a bad day?
Probably, the investigators will put
the blame on God for making it such
a cold day (in Florida, no less) on the
day of the launch.

"I no longer want to
hear about ships scouring the Atlantic for
· parts of the shuttle.:'
All of this ·finger pointing is causing
us, as a nation, to forget that seven
astronauts gave their life for their
country. A few months ago, they were ·
referred to as heroes. Now they are
rema!ns, being carried across my
television screen at a little past seven
o'clock in the morning.
No one seems to remember the
astronauts any more. People seem to
be more interested in the gripping
investigation following the tragedy.
But it's not a tragedy any more.
It's a spectacle.
David Olson is a Staff Reporter for The
New Hampshire.
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the Forum

When writing ...
Articles must be
signed and include
a telephone number
for verification.
Drop your typed,
double-spaced articles at The New
HJmpshire, Room
151 in the MUB.
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First Lady of Nicaragua, Rosario Murillo
... will speak in the Granite State Room of the MUB on Tuesday, April
1, 1986. Her appearance promises to give a first-h_a nd look into Nicaragua,
uncovering political and cultural insights -of this nation in turmoil. Rosario
is a poet and long time political activist, who transformed a society with
her work as Director of the Sandinista Association of Cultural Workers
(ASTC).

i----~~--~----------'°"1
t
.
t
AEGIS POETRY AND FICTION

Ii
t

t

Submissions are now being accepted. This seineste.r's issue
is being agressively promoted by a new group of locally
publishing writers who want to maintain Aegis as a forum
for_good writing. It will include an interview •with PuJitzer .
_Prize winning poet Maxine Kumin. Submissions will not
be edited or changed_in any way, except in rare ,instances in
which the writer will be notified.
Critiques provided on request. Submissions will be very
competitive this semester but we are always looking for original,
carefully crafted work.

Please n1ail or deliver submissions to Room _153 MUB, by
April 11th. Include address and phone number.
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Arts & Features
Alex ande r Strin g Quar tet to perfo rm at UNH
By Cathy McCarron
Hometown boy Eric Pritchard will be returning to Durham soon. Only this time, he's
no longer a 14-year-old kid
taking violin lessons. He's 25,
a world reknown musician, and
first violinist for the prizewinning Alexander String
Quartet.
On-Sunday, April 6th, the
UNH Celebrity Series presents
the Alexander String Quartet
performing in the Johnson
Theater at 8pm.
Having recently captured first
prize at the 1985 International
Sering Quartet Competition
held in Portsmouth, England,
the Alexanders have included
Durham i n t h.e i r North
American-wide tour.
Violinist Pritchard is the
newest member of this talented
ensemble formed in 1981. Comprised of violinist Kate Ransom,
· violist Paul Yarbrough, cellist
Sandy Wilson, and Pritchard,
the Alexander String Quartet
has earned an international
reputation. ·
Born in Dover and raised in
Durham, Pritchard began his
illustrious music-career in grade
school under the guidance of
Louise Wear. He went on to.
attend The New England Conservatory, Indiana University,

and The· J ulliard School. ·Alio
to Pritchard's credit are soloist
performances with the Boston
Pops Orchestra and the Indi- anapolis Philharmonic.
As the budding first violinist,
Pritchard has received nothing
but kudos for his performances.
Says Bernard Holland of The
New York Times, "Pritchard
has just that extra level ·of
virtuosity and sureness for his
role as first violinist."
The remaining three
members have impressive musical backgrounds as well. The
group's second vi_olinist, Ransom, is a graduate of the University of Michigan with a
masters degree in music from
Yale. She has graced both sides
of the Atlantic as recitalist and
chamber musician in the U.S.
and in Europe.
Paul Yarbrough, formerly the
principal violist of the Chamber
Orchestra of New England,
received the Artists Diploma
from the Hartt School of Music.

The excellent classical training of this talented foursome
pumps a youthful vigor into the
ge~re of chamber music. ·
Known as the world's best
young quartet, the Alexanders
have toured Europe, thrilling
audienc~s with both their technigue an~ versatility.
The quartet performs the
classics of Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Haydn, as well as
conquering the work of Martin
Bresnick, an American composer born in the 1940's. The group
has achieved ·a sense of unity,
a feat difficult for quartets to
master.
The evening promises to be
an event well worth experiencing, for as critic Jack Irgang said
of the quartet, "to state merely
that the performance was an
artistic triumph of the highest
caliber might be viewed as an
understatement. "

A further preview of the
quartet's upcoming, April 6th
And England born Sandy per/ormance and an interview
Wilson studied at The Royal with Eric Pritchard will. appear
Scottish Academy of Music, · in the Friday, April 4th issue ,
working his way to principal of The New Hampshire. Tickets
cellist of the Luzern Symphony are available through the UNH
and Opera Orchestra in Swit- ticket office in- the MUB, tel:
862-2290.
zerland.

High land ers head y dram a

~hristopher Lambert is Connor MacLeod, a deathless warrior who battles through the ages for
the ultimate prize. (20th Cent. Fox photo)
By Pano M. Brooks
Highlander
20th Century Fox
Directed by Russell Mulcahy

Highlander is a tongue in
cheek, action-drama. It's the
story of a special breed of
immortal men who will not die
unless they are decapitated. This
isn't a movie for wimps, because
of the several decapitations that
take place. But then again, it's

nothing to lose your head over. w~o tries to kill Macleod in one
The movie follows the life of of the film's many battles. The
Connor Macleod (played by Kurgan fails to kill Macleod,
Christopher Lambert of the but vows to meet him at the
oscar-winning movie Greys- "Gathering."
toke), a deathless warrior MaThe "Gathering" is when the
cleod, must battle those of his few remaining members of the
own kind in order to win the immortal race will do battle to
"Prize:"a gift of ultimate knowl- win the prize. Macleod is conedge and power.
fused by his immortality. He has
During the 16th century, it explained to him by Ramirez
Macleod meets "the Kurgan" (played by Sean Connery) who
on a battlefield of Scotland. "The befriends MacL~od, and trains
Kurgan," played by Clancy
Brown, is Macleod' s enemy, HIGHLANDER , page 14

The Alexander String Quartet. From left to right: Eric
Pritchard, Kate Ransom, Sandy Wilson and Paul Yarbrough.
(Celebrity Series photo)

A refre shing
Fuller Swin gtet ·.
By Vera O'Connell
.
.
I t 1s summertime and you are
on t h e dec k o .f a restaurant, or
a yac h t, lookrng out over the
water. T he. sea breeze washes
.
over your body as you sip your
dT
cO 11 · A d h
secon
om
ms. n_ t en
someone pa~ses by your side and
a flood of light snaps you out
of your d reamy state.
. .
H ow 1ong h ave I been s1ttmg
. I ·
h
•
.
h
on th 1s a umrnum c air rn t e. .
St ra ff or d· R oom o f t h e M u b r
·
- d h
Wh at can I say, Jazz
w1 11 o t at
to you. Especially.the cool, clear
tones of the Jerry Fuller
swingtet. I couldn't have cared
less about the lighf from the
doorway or the unyielding discomfort of the chair. I just sat
back and relaxed, thawing out
from this cold New England
winter and feeling closer to
spring every moment I listened.
Monday night, the UNH
Celebrity Series brought the
Jerry Fuller Swingtet and a taste
of traditional jazz to a very
appreciative audience.
Numbers like "Our Day Will
Come," "Three Letter Words,"
and "Here Comes That Rainy
Day," all had a gentle touch that
communicated with style alone.
Not that these guys are short
on substance. The sextet, consisting of Jerry Fuller on clarinet, Lou Magnano on vibraphone, Dave McKenna on
piano, Gray Sargent on guitar,
Marshall Wood on String Bass,
and Chuck Laire on drums
contains some familiar names
and some soon-to-be-fam iliar
ones.

To pick out C>_ne particular
, musician from this group is
· d.ff.
·
1 1cu It. D ave M cK enna 1s
· 1y we 11 - k nown aroun d
cer t a1n
th e N ew E ng l an d area an d
· deed t h e na t.10n as we 11. tt·1s
m
'
presence on stage Iast Mond ay
night was an exciting and une:x:pected treat. His st le and
·
tee h mque,
mo d est Iy reYIegate d
to so11.d rhyt h m accompanyment
·
t h roug h out t h e evenrng,
occa·
11 y b urst f ree 1n
· sQme
s10na
·
· d and spontaneous I
msp1re
so os.
- - - -Jerry Fuller, a tall, middle,.,
aged man oversaw the whole
production with authority and
obvious enjoyment. He focused
his attention on a Lou Magnano' s vibraphone solo on "Our
Day Will Come," tapping his
feet and nodding with approval
at the melodies emitted from
Magnano' s magical touch. And
McKenna, a pianist often in
residence at the Copley Plaza
in Boston, laced all the melodies
with his inimitable style.
Fullers' clarinet and Wood's
string bass dominated the evening, giving the sextet an
a_u thentic feel. Duke Elli£1gton's
med!~Y started off with light,
sens1t1ve touches on all instruments settling into a mood that
was slow and bubbly: an intoxicating blend.
·
.

-

A thoroughly satisfying performance that complimented
the advent of Spring rather
nicely.
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Various Artists
Genuine Houserockin' Music
Alligator Records
. By Andrea Holbrook
Alligator Records is one of
the best labels for contemporary·
blues and with good reason.
Their catalog includes most of
today's top blues men, intelligently recorded and smartly
· produced.
Alligator recently released
Genuine Houserockin' Music,
a sampler featuring 11 of the
label's most popular artists each
playing a number from their
latest record.
Besides being a sampler of
artists, Houserockin' is a good
introduction to different blues
styles. Many of the artists favor
the urban blues of Chicago, but

about the group is their album lor played guitar in the group. happens to purchase the album
cover which is just an Oingo In other words, muzak for the on the "strength" of this track.
80's.
A group that can make a
Boingo rip-off.
Lyrically, Bourgeois and Larry three-and-a-half minute song
The Sacramento-based
group's sound is a conformist's · Tagg (bass), are somewhat at least ten minutes long must
view of funk: don't make it too interesting, but any bright spots be given some sort of credit.
black or too good because then in their writing ar@ evened out "Electric Train" is amusing for
it won't get played on AOR. A with phrases like, 'Tm just an about the first minute then the
consta'nt rhythm plugged out old man dying to be free, Gotta repetition takes over and rigor
by an obedient drummer and a give away the dog and cancel mortis sets in. Unfortunately,
competent bassist covered with my magazines."
the track could become a dance
The band is rounded out by hall classic with the right kind
a couple of synthesizers to hide
the singer'-s -voice constitute this Mike Urbano pounding on the- of promotion.
However, there are a few
pagan skins, Lyle Workman
band's idea of originality.
Bourgeois Tagg
that stimulate the listener
songs
the
on
licks
the
"grinding"
voice,
singer's
the
of
Speaking
Bourgeois Tagg
Brent Bourgeois, (also a key- guitar, and Scott Moon on the above the borderline of brainIsland Records
boardist and songwriter), "al- ever-present keyboards. From death. "Changed" shows a wee
By Arthur Lizzie
ways wanted to be a black soul a peek at the photos on the back bit of promise with. it's Lou
Every year, the major labels singer" according to the band's of the album, the group won't Reed-.i sh, qead pan beginning,
shell out millions upon millions . press release, and he would have get popular on their looks but the promise is never fulfilled
as the song plods on for an
of dollars for records. that should done better to only dream. His either.
black
a
.
resembles
way
no
in
eternity.
style
"Mutual Surrender (What a
not be made. Bourgeois Tagg,
other six tracks
album's
The
Robert
bad
only
singer,
soul
featuring
World),"
Wonderful
unfortunately, is one of those
such stunning lyrics as "Let's aren't even worth a second
discs which took up a chunk of Palmer.
One big fault is the complete both make a mutual surrender," listen: Bad funk the second time
the wealth.
It is not that Bourgeois Tagg lack of soul. The group has . is the first single off the album. around is even more annoying
is especially inept, it is just that , rythym but they don't feel the It sounds like Simon LeBon than a bad pop song.
With any luck, Bourgeois
!'they are very boring, which in beat. They can be equated to· singing over some interesting
one sense might be considered Power Station without Tony rhythmic patterns and is tol- Tagg only has a one record deal
i~ept. The most exciting thing Thompson, and whichever Tay- erable, but I pity anyone who ori the Island roster.
though, the album is a textbook The two bands work well toof musical joy, presenting one get her, it would be a thrill to
delight after another in pure see them play_live.
rock and roll fashion.
The Windbreakers consist of
~' . -~. · ·
The remaining songs are
Bobby Sutcliffe, playing guitars,
bass, keyboards, and singing, performed almost entirely by
b
,~-4:,,,;,
,;
along with his partner-in- Sutcliffe and Lee, accompanied
;
.
perfection, Tim Lee, who plays by a fabulous drum machine that
the same, plus sitar. The band seems to be the exception to the
l,._.iJ.V'
also features an assortment of common l aw t h at d rum ma- ·
other personalities from the chines don't sound a thing like
bottomless pit of the R.E.M. real drums. Perhaps the best
song on here is "New Red
genre.
The Windbreakers
On six songs, the core of Let's Shoes," a melodic pop tune that
Terminal
Active, namely Mitch Easter and sounds like it stepped off Elvis
Homestead Records
Faye Hunter lend a hand. Noted Costello's Trust LP. The piano
By Ric Dube
producer Don Dixon (R.E.M.) figure drifts cheerily in the
also helps out. These songs, background, just present enough
Every now and then a record including "Changeless" and to compliment the song's flavor,
comes along that radiates ap- "Can't Go On This Way" are without covering it up. Another
. song that really stands out, "A
peal. It smiles at you from the some of their best moments.
· Their sound is a combination Girl And Her Bible", is blanirecord rack, its warmth attracts
of Byrdsy, guitar-oriented styl- keted in funky, tight-fisted
you, its look engulfs you.
Terminal, by The Windbreak- ings, with a down-home acoustic appeal. These people have a
ers is nothing like this. Its look feel. Their psychadelic influ- sense of humor too, as proven
is innocent, almost boring. The · ences come out on "Glory," a by the intentionally rough,
back cover is plain, black writing Tom Verlaine song that they've choppy mix of "Running Out
on white, with too much t~ r~ad. covered well, with the help of of Time," the last song on the
Once researched and scrutm1zed everyone from The Rain Parade. album.
-· ···
·
UP fI · · -·
,
. .

there are good examples of jazz
and rock-infused blues, as well
New Orleans R&B.
The Texan blues guitarist
Johnny Winter opens up the
first side with the heatecl'"Sound.
the Bell." Winter is probably
the best white blues guitarist
in America, and is also a prominent rock musician.
Lonnie Mack, another white
axeman, known for his hot-licks
and his collaboration with
Chuck Berry on the 1963 instrumental hit "Memphis,"
contributes the only country
flavored song. "Satisfy Suzie"is
almost roadhouse honky-tonk.
Son Seals started as a
drummer with Earl Robinson
and Muddy Waters, before ,
switching to Guild guitars,
which he uses exclusively.
Lightning-fast runs and sharp
passionate singing mark Son,
Seals numbers. Although "Going Home" is a good represenration of his abilities, it is by
, J.un E.'0$.te.:r
no means one of his best

:\::'.}:':?JJ }::

.. the Bo.w._edin.es...,. intlµilh~s ·tpf-;

::::r:\{:?tr

· . .- . _;

. This record succeeds brilliantly where so many other independent pop records fail. lt
presents a series of happy,
optimistic songs, each with its
own personality. The Windbreakers are fantastic songwriters and Mitch Easter is a
production genius.
Terminal is on Homestead
Records, a tiny label in New
York. Along with bands like
Sonic Youth, The Windbreakers
have helped prove Homestead's
credibility as a valuable card in
the independent label deck.
Despite the inconvenience
of a lack of a lyric sheet, and the
fact that the songs are listed on
the LP's label out of order
(probably in an effort to be
funny and mysterious), this
album is a joy to listen to. If you
take a chance on just one unknown band this year, so far,
___tllis is the one to go with.
Recommended to those who
don't usually like this kind of
stuff.
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(co~tinued from page 13)
him for his confrontation with is the time of the "Gathering ...
_unpr:es.:~•e.n•e!f:e~- ;15 ~me.,~ie.m.-: :. In dieir: first maje.r fab.el the Kurgan.
The movie reaches its climax
· mo~eme.ntv ~~ ~~l(We.$. dfat 'tb.e . rele~e.i die H'uskers a~m iish
The movie flashes back and in a duel between the Kurgan,
·. -SQns.5: .so.ttiid ~l~r:~nt ft~m o,ne. ·. a· few things. Fit:sdy~· 'rhey tian- forth between present-day New and Macleod atop a building
a~o.di~~* t:b~rtf~te .-~e._ (~toe u,p, age te. mt11$.ler a song that Bas York City, and 16th century in Manhattan .
.· Wtd.i _utles., ".. -, ·. . _· ,. . gra¢.c..S dieir Hve set f..o.:r a while Scotland. In New York, Ma· ·. Ho.w.evt:r~ Bolt Fer Me~ _an . into. a pro.mi.sin single~· widi cleod has become an antique
. iifffffltent tt:tMute. to·s~~:11 s.:p.,s.-. plenty d hit and~un tentiat
·
dealer.
their
Highlander- features the mus. tl~S,.: f~~tu:re~ .th~ .tU~:s.t:rmu~. . Secondly they
Roxane Hart plays a forensic ic of Que·en, and is directed by
_, ~attlie:w Ffene~te_ ~J ~0;ver~y proroitt..th.;t the recent signing:
· -m~~my, ~~ti ~~ng.:d~s_di~ge -W:itb llfamer:·lho.djer.;s. ·w.ou.M specialist and weapons expert Russel Mulcahy. Mulcahy has
who discovers a sword piece in earned the reputation of a slick
· 1;;;: +
a ·
, . Rv.w.:~r:: :tm:eit: $.lu,~,ntsli tempo ·, ·· · · ·
the garage. She traces the piece music video director. Be brings ·
. - ~a,'_b~•\·~- aae.s~l~Nf~ggi(;t.'6.~t}~~j"
.<:dess.. BV:;~d~n_tli\·€a~:a4:!~u1_ -.burns anil@r:a:nt Barts :vocals I to Macleod, and promptly falls this talent to Highlander. The
~~l~--~~t ~~:tn~,~~~-: Ji~ve ;oever·s.oundiM gutsier. ·. ·_ .. in love with him. Macleod movie will not win an Oscar,
but it is a very entertaining,
! resists because he is i~mort_a_l.
.=.. #.a.=s.~1Jh'-~~(s dis¢. i$.
!:'..>~ . :_. ~u,~~ ~~"f~~~j· _.· -.~f :yoµ.i~t~~?.$:~/,l~p..-~~t- :. . ~l~~!~~r:t~_~hiS?-ni,Rt~u.~-f~~t ' The Kurgan comes to New worthwhile movie to see on a
t !•~:US(la~gij._aqt~:--- ~~-f\Wln. ~~:,·: 1:r:om•std:-0.ir.tb~ new-H$.·ker·s:' York looking for _?v!acleod. lt rainy afternoon.
::::::::::::=:i:/::::::····::•·················
..... ,..•,:•:•:•:•:.:.::::::::.·•·:·:·:·::.:.:.:.:.......·:·.--·····••,•·

"Short Fuse." It gives P.lenty
of reasons why ~uchanan .1s one

of t~e best sess10n men m the
~us!ne~s, an~ k1:1o~n .as the
. gmtanst s gmtanst. His playmg sparkl~s, sears and ~is
trademark h1gh-~olume sustams
could put Hendrix to shame.
The flip side closes with the
never-before-released "Don't
Blame Me" by Hound Do
Taylor a~d t~e Houserockerf,
Tayl<;>r died m 1975 and t~is
song. IS from the 1973 record11:'1g
~ess1~ns for Nar,t1;ral_ Boo~te.
Do~ t Bla~e Me 1s slide gmtar
playmg at its best.
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-MEETIN G<continued from page 3)

This committee will answer
many of the community's questions.
The majority of the 129
voters present Thursday night
passed the amendment oppossing the vote of some 350 voters
on the original article Wednesday night.
A third article of great interest to both town arid university
communities was Article three,
-the zoning ordinance. The results of Tuesday's voting was
466 for the article and 302
against it.
The ordinance will exclude
more than three unrelated people from living together in one
household.
A petition against the article
was filed by Durham resident
Jon Chorlian, however it did not
include the signatures of the
landowners of 20% of Durham's total land as required and
was refused.
Chorlian hopes to contest this
decision because he said the total
tabulation of land included
publicly owned land rather than
only taking private land into
account.

,'I,

•

How To Make A Great
Car Even Greater. ·.
"'

,
At Tweeter We Specialize In High Performance Options For High
Performance Cars-All At Guaranteed Lowest Prices! ·
.t(

·

The Ultimate Car Alarm?
The Alpine 8122 may well be the world's best car alarm system. Because it
protects your car while it protects you from false alarms. For example, the
8122's computer automatically adjusts its center of gravity to any
incline-so its shock and motion sensors respond to break-ins, but
not to hills. Its remote control allows you to turn the alarm on or off
without your having to be in your car. You can even unlock your
doors and turn on your lights by remote. The alarm has 10 programmable functions (like entry/exit delay times) that you control. And its
113 decibel siren should scare the pants off any thief who isn't deaf.

$

599

Super-Compact Radar-Detector.
The new Spectrum 2 from Whistler is a state--of-the-art radar
detector - that's about the size of a package of cigarettes. So
now you can have a high-performance radar detector without making your dashboard look like a high school physics
experiment. The Spectrum 2 is extremely sensitive to all forms
of police radar. And its advanced filter system eliminates most
of those annoying false alarms. Its digital display tells you the
radar's signal band (Kor X) and its strength. The Spectrum 2's
quality construction is backed by a three year ~arranty

"-

r.--

J. Little M. Ed
603-430-8881

H·igh Performance Car
Stereo From Boston
Acoustics·& Nakamichi.

Specialized treatment of
Eating Disorders

·r. . . . .s:::;·;·j·~·b;······••H■

,,...,..,..

.•
.

....,
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Our car stereo system from Nakamichi and Boston Acoustics offers
more features and performance than you'll find in most home stereos.
The Nakamichi TD-400 cassette-tuner features a quartz-synthesized digital
tuner with six station pre-sets and a "seek" function. It handles your cassettes with a professional-quality transport, plus Dolby B&C noise reduction.
The Nakamichi PA-150 amplifier puts out 14 watts in each of
its four channels-with less than 0.05% distortion! And
the four speakers from Boston Acoustics (2 Model C700s
and 2 Model 704s) provide full-range high-fidelity sound
that will literally surround you. You could spend more
money on a car stereo system. But after you
hear this om~, you won't want to!

~

'

«..
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Boston Acoustics

Nakamichi

Stephen
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Food and
Weight Control
problems

at ca111p -for un<lerprivelegeJ
10-1 .1> year-olJ NH boys.
Nine demanding but very
rewarding weeks in qnique
island-based program . Salary:
$1000 plus room and boarJ
for summer. Requires deJication and affinity for outdoors an<l atiiletics. for information writ~
The Mayhew Program or call
PO Rox 120
Bristol, NH 03222
(60',i7-1 1i- 61:11

-

· . .. - -·-:·«,,

$299

Bulimia and
Singeing

/ILPINE

'lns@lled

-
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$999 •

Installed

~

~
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*With Tweeter installation, we double the length of rcsutdr
·
manufacturers' warranties.

~--/

Tues. We,d. Sat. 9-5
Thurs. Fri. 9-9
Sun. 1-5
Closed Monday

:FOR NEW AND
USED
•••
: FURNITURE
••••••••••••••• •••••••

Mall of New Hampshire
Manchester 627-4600

520 Amherst St.
Nashua 880-7300

Fox Run Mall
Newington 431-9700
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--BALL-<cominued from page 5)

_By JIM DAVIS -

GARFIELD®
GO AMEAD AND EAi,c.JON. l'M A
WRITER. I'LL SIT HE.RE AND
085ERVE YOU

"People are more likely to get
out for the evening if they know
it's for a good cause, and likewise
more likely to donate if they are
having a good time," Mrs. Voll
said.
Tickets are available at the
Little Professor in Portsmouth,
the Outback and Bookloft in
Durham, Winebaum's in Dover,
.C ardland in Rochester and the
Rye Home Center. For further
information call 868-2501 or
868-9633.

~sPEECH-<cominued from page 3)

By GARRY TRUDEAU:_

-DOONESBURY
MK. l)f}VAl/ER, [)() >OU
-nl/NK YOUR IAIIFt's lU-

(JM.. I PON7

1t. 7 Mill/ON?

KNOIAJ. I'O

SHc5PeNT

T/MW EXT!?AVA64NCES

J ClJNTR18lJTelJ 70 YaR

l!.7MIU/0N

:

/

RATH£R NOTGeT
CAUGHT IN TH£
MIO/Jl&H&R&.

IN PARIS?

i RNAl POIAINFAU. !

\

/

3·/4

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY.

0 .,,,,,,

Na.. R€ALlY, 5AM ... MY cueNT
15 5Tf1YIN& H€R€ l?T MY P?Pa ...
YMH...1H€TKIAl'S IN A FM
W€f-KS ... &ONNA 1% A CINCH.
1
RIGHT. •• '~X€-flil/f<C'!R .' Y€AH.
~

NO...ReflllY... trU 6€
A fl€CE, Of CAKe ...
l1'S - (JH,.. HOU? IT A 5E;c,,,

I

,/

~ f;,,_l€MMl CAU
1

YA 8ACI<., 5AM ...

I

KeRCflUNK
I11

'
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By JEFF MacNELLY

SHOE
WMEN 1J.IE FIRST
CRACKUNG $0U~D
'1t)U'6\fZIN11-fE
MOl<NIN~...

problems are coming," said ·
Hewitt.
"What we do is something
called Big Picture Planning."
Planners take a set of ideas and
a particular view of a problem
and structure it so the policy has
some kind of form, "we connect
the dots," said Hewitt
According to Hewitt, policies
are "like a river." They are
"given a general direction by
the things that constrain it."
The most recent and well
known_. example of this is US
contra aid to Nicaraguan rebels,
Hewitt explained. It is constrained by two contradictory
forces, said Hewitt. The first
is that "it is not useful, desirable,
or a good thing to hav~ another
communist insurgency in Central America." The second constraint is that "regular armed
forces should not and will not ·
be committed in Central America," said Hewitt.
According · to Hewitt, the
Administration's position is to
put enough pressure on the ·
Sandinista's government to
force the opposing views to .
come to terms with one another.
The debate of this policy is
not whether the aid should be
given to the contras, but "is this
policy of trying to resist ... realistic and likely to be successful,"
said Hewitt.
According to Hewitt, the
United States has to intervene.
"That's why you're in policy
business," said Hewitt, "to make
things happen, there is nothing
immoral about that."
Hewitt said the Defense Department would not be doing
its job if it did not think about
using troops in Nicaragua if the
situation became serious
enough. "The (United States)
has a deep committment not to
involve troops in Nicaragua,"
said Hewitt, but if it came to
this, "by God this time you can
. be sure they are going to win."
Contradiction, according to
Hewitt, is· necessary in policy
planning. Hewitt told of one
of his superiors who once
warned him against allowing
opposing sides to agree without
some questions being asked. If
they agree, he said, then both
sides have given up, and fail to
conjure up the best option for
the State Department to choose
from.
The policy planners' jobs and
the policy planning process are
not as simple and clear-cut as
the textbooks make it out to be,
said Hewitt. Policy planning has
had its ups and downs, Hewitt
said, insisting the process is on
an "up" right now.
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HOUSING
Summers sublet, 2 bedroom apt. COOPSI
Rent negotia,b\~_- 868-2146
- 1 bedroom in 3 -;-bedroom apartrne.nt in
Dover availabl-e, March 1 t,hru ·sept. 1
$ 2 0 0 l m o n th . a 11 u t i I i t i e s i n c I u d e d .
Washer/ dryer an'd sundeck. Call Martha,
Jenn . or Jim 742-6356

: [_ _ _
HepWant~
led

JII1

- HELP WANTED
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good summer painters. $5-7 hour.
Apprenticeship program- we'll train you.
The organized st'udents. 1 -800-346~4649
$10-$360 Weekly/ up mailing circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush seffaddressed envelop: Success, PO Box
470CEG: Woodstock, Ill 60098
Summer Jobs i.n ALASKA. Good money.
· Many opportunities! Employer listings, 1986
Summer Employment Guide $5.95. Alasco,
Box 30752, Seattle,.WA 98'103
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer, yr. round.
Europe, S. A'mer. Austn~lia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo: Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IFC, PO Box 52-NH-1 -Corona Del Mar, CA
92625 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good sumh,er painters. $5-$7 /hour.
Apprenticeship pro.g ram - we'll train you.
The organized $tudents. 1(800) 346-4649 ·

.ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTERS! Thousands
available. Most priced from .$7.50 to $12.50.
Send . three 22'¢ stamps·
illustrated
catalog tG CINEMA VERITE, PO Box 315,
Menlo park, CA 94026 (415)321-1988

tor

Travel for less. ·$afvings up to 65% on
airplane tickets, charters and cru ises. Save
up to 75% on hotel/motel cost and up to
35% on car rentals. Send 50¢ for postage
and handling to: "Ultimate Travel" Box 506,
NorthwoGd, NH 03261. Money Back Guarantee!
Want to own your own exercise equipment?
See how affortable "Netus" is. Mastercard
and Visa accepted. Send 50\ll -f or postage/ handling to: Notus Brochu.re, Box
506, Northwood NH 03261. Money Back
Guarantee
Cofltraceptive Services: Confidential, highquality carely trained and sensitive staff.
Sliding fees for exams and supplies. Call
for appointment. The Clinic. Dover 7492346, Rochester 332-4249
Adoption: Professional couple Gies ires
family. lf ,pregna~,t and wish to give your
· chi-Id up for adoption, please contact us
, expenses paid. Confidential. Collect after
?_p.m. (617)-534-3171.

l

Personals

] fil

To the girl w,ho called me about my addre.ss
book. I'm psyched th at you fou nd it, but
would you min<il giving it back to me. Drop
it off at the Scope office (Suite 146/MUB)
or if no one is there tack, tape or staple
it to the door. Thanks Jody
.

PERSONALS

,WANl'ED: Good set used mens.- :golf culbs.

5-piece drum s.et includes zildjian hi~hat
cymbals, 18" zildjian crash. Cymbal $lands
"Gost" bass pedal. Chrome rims black
finish call 868-8351 CB?OO series $500.00
Charlie .

Call Mark, nights 7 42-6204. Weekdays 431- '
0021

19T/ Honda Wagon ,. 4-door. Gciod running
condition: .NO RUST! $995. 37 MPG. Call
862-1821 days - ask for Valerie, 942- 7614
evenings:
Book .Sale Ar Library. Friends of UNH
Library will hol.d a .book sale Tuesday,
March 25, 1986 in the Forum Room, Floor
c,' Dimond Library. Sale begins 9 am and
ends 1 0 pm. Paperback and hardback
· books at reasonable pr-ices . Also some
prints, unique broadsides.
1963 Rambler Classic, 2 door, 3 speed,
maroon, 76,500_original miles. Runs well
soon to be an antigue. Call 862-3067
Free cassette tape! Hea:r the speech of
Reverend A. Moltis on Protestanti$m, the
Right wing and Roman-communist world
politics. A must ·tor men and women who
are intereste<il ·in politics: Send stamped
& addressed envelope to: Reverend Moltis,
P.O. Box 3646, Manchester, NH 03105.
1973 PEL.JG 504, AT, sunroof, .AM/FM
stereo, 'new radials, exhaust and brakes.
Well maintained. A good h,ighway car.
Moving x-country and must sell! $950 or
B.O. Eves-Hob 942-88~7-.
.
For sale: 300 Baud Modem, only 6 months
old and barely used. Paid.$100 and asking
$50. Call David at 352-1783. Call collect
after 6 p.m.
Screen printing & embroidery T-shirts,
caps, jackets, buttons, signs, mugs, pencils,
etc. Competive Wholesale prices. TSHIRTS PLUS - Fox. Run Mall. 431 -4355
FREE
NEED H"OME FOR MALE CAT: Friendly,_
gray tabby approx. 1 year old, all shots,
neutered. Original owners moved away.
Good with children. Call Mike or Maria 8685759

Second imnuc1l Lo rd Hall Hoop Classic,
Apr'il 5 & 6. Entry forms available in rooms
101 & 324 Lord. $12 entry fe~. T-shirts for
t-op two teams. For more info, call Keith
Hughes at
_
·
4389

Gee! Buff, the pictures from Friday's party
look great. I will be sure to bring my spring
break pictures to the Picture Place at the
Cat's Closet. Love Muff/
MP-It's a.bout time you had your own
personal.- Thanks tor everything, especially ·
last Saturday. Yours truly, smokey the bear.

Shelley- I hope you have fun Wednesday
nigh!, even tho.ugh it hasn't happened yetlll
You don't have to drink, stay away from
the , damned stuff if you're worried about
oversocializiRg. Just think when you move
away ther~ will still be one way to keep -in touch·. Have a good b'reak. Scooter
Rich-· I hope you make it to West Virginia.
Say to hell with the hindmost.and just do
it! And that's what you'll be saying to the
guys 1.ater on. Just do it! Luv, Lyena

Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Dan, N~pthali, Gad, Asher, lssacha r, Zebu lum ,
. Joseph and Benjamin: Get psyched to
brother up to the most incedible experience
· ever. (Kara does that make you a littl e sister
or wha.t?)
Gary- Have you comparnd the prices at
the Picture Place at the Cat.'s Closet yet?
Wowl What a savings. Photo Phil. ·
Pupppyl Puppyl Puppy! 6 month old black
lab puppy still needs good homel Call
Jackie at 868-6437 for more info.

Heather-Even though you d.idn't get io have
your tons[ls out for today look at the bright
side. You won't get pneumonia, you get
to go to your last r·ush, you get to see a
certain hyper personality, and go dancing
with him on Thursday night! And' you get
to visit me during Spring Break!Luv, HHH

KEI TH ( Practice your cribbage over break
so that you will get better. I know it _
still takes
a yvhile to sink in. I still say acie ducie is
not a game of just luck. I'll miss you i,yhile
I'm in West Virginia. Take care and have
. fun canoeing ·with your brother.Don't bring .
·any alligators back! (ha) Your Coach

SANDRA-3 days till fly day. Hope your
meeting with Rob went great. Well lets get
packed and the way_ we go. xoxo Allan (The
Muffin)
"

L, B., D., I guess we're alll in for a good
ol fashioned "Durham" Vacation! We'll
make the best of it- as always.- After all
. we are "creatures of lo.ve" Love Jay

' Happy Birthday Anne! Have a s.wper day
(and vacation). You deserve only the best.
You're a· super -friend, and always will be!
Keep';3miiing. Love Ya-Dedi

L.J. Just wanted to say "Have a wild week
in California. Dol"l't break to many hearts
and no "frontals." Love your .bathroom ·
buddie
.

To Tony: I be thinking of you in 'West Va.
while you be tea(ing ti ~ets for SBC Corp.
9
H·ave an -excellent sprihg break!!! I'll miss
. sayir,ig goodnight to you!! See you when

Dear Tom- Have a .relaxing vac,;ation in the
''Big Apple" and don't terrorize Marblehead
too much! Your Roqmie- Jay

I get back. SMILE! Kristen

To t,he men of Pi Kappa Alpha- Ballsy,
Ballsy! Looking forward to· Boston. E. Cox

JC (A.K.A.C.J.) Get W:i ld :'in Ft. L but
remerl)ber the crash of flight· "101 ''. (same
g_oes.for "Nose LwstsER"')"y"ouflippin' maidl ·
·P.S. What a chuckle. P.S.S. Iota,! CarolynEngland this weekend?. ' ·

To MB':' Thanks for a great Founders day! ,
A.IJh,o:µgh..l couldR'-t-quit-e keep up, I had·
a great ti~e. Looking forward to a Gbr-nplete
tour this summer-Ernie,-

chine is putting on his [2)a_rty hat for the
homestretch. Look out UNH women! Irish
Sean M.
-------------Hey Katie and Carrie- Tucan's was great
you b.anshees Glad you approved of Brucejust wish I did. Good luck this s.emester
and we must go out ·again. Remember
Salem isn't that far away. Call my sec·retary,
vye'II have lunch sometime. t.ori ·

Florida Windsurfing $450 Spring Break.
DOUG D. Last weekend was fantastic. I
Join WET FUN, - th e sailboa rd ing · neverknewthemountainscouldbeso 1
stor / school, for an exciting break this year.
beautiful-and sensuous. You are wonderful.
You fly to Florida, we drive and trailor your
P.S. Remember what you told me? Well
board! Includes airfare, accomodations
I feel the same way about you too .' Love
anci transfers. Call WET FUN today 430your Honey Bear
8626
-------------P,acky, Todd, Mar-Mar, Cath- get psyched
SCUBA for SPRING BREAK. Join WET · for our endless road journey. Anxious to
F..UN, the scuba store/school in Ports- meet gang ir, Keys: Meg, Chris, JR, Billmouth, for an exotic brE)ak this year. Our get sociable with aligators! Life sucks the
trip includes airfare, resort, boat and ' big wazoo when awesome AGR dudes
unlimited diving, meals, transfers, ever- aren't around making JD dudett@s smilything. Call WET FUN today. 430-8626
DEB .

· Gee! Butt, ,tQ1:, pictures from Friday's party
look° great. I will be sure to bring my spring
. break pictures to the Picture Place at the
Cat's Closet. Love Muffy.
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good summer painters. $5-7 hou.r.
Apprenticeship program- we'll train you.
The organized .students. 1-800-346-4649
The NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN will
b,e presenting their 7th annual Spring
Songfest on Saturday April 12th at 7:30p.m.
in the Granite St. Room of the MUB
MP-It's about time you had your own
personal- Thanks for everything, especially
last Saturday., Yours truly, smokey the bear.
Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Juqah, Dan, Napthali, Gad, Asher, lssachar, 4ebulum,
J.oseph 'a nd Senjamin:. Get psyched to
brother up the most inc.edible experience
ever. (Kara does that make you a little sister
or what?)
··

to

Gary- Have you compared the prices _a t
the Picture Place at the Cat's Closet yet?
Wow! What a savings. Photo Phil.
Puppy! Puppy! Puppy! 6 month old blacl<
lab puppy still needs good home! Call
Jackie at 868-6437 for more info.
KEITH F. Practice your cribbage over break
so that you will get better. I know it still takes
a while to sink in. I .still say acie ,dl!cie is
not a game of just ·luck, I'll misi;,, yow while
I'm in West Virginia. Take care and have
.fun canoeing with yQ'ur l:i>rotherc. Don't bring
any alligators back! ·(ha) Your Coaoh
L., .B., D., I guess we're all in fbr

a good

ble fashioned "Durham'.' Vacation! We'll
make the best of it- as always. After all
we are "creatures o_f love" Love Jay,
L.J. Just yvaflted to say "Have a wild week
in California. Don't break.to many...hearts
-and no " fr6rital's -"':'.'Lo ~e your bathroom
. buddie
.
. ..

Dear Tom- Have a relaxing vacation in the
"B ig Apple" and don't terrorize Marblehead
Dear Piddle-Good· luck next week. I'll mi,ss .
- · ··
. too much! 'r_':oDr 'f'!oorhie~ Jay
yoti .. Love-Linies ~- ' .

Kei•t h ·° Co.flgratu lations!!! GoodJ,uck with
your internship ar\d RA-ship next year.Ya
dun good kidl Luv ya - me. P.S. Keep .
reading.
Cranberry and tonic with lime, steamers,
hot red lol:i>ster and walk along the beach
at dusR. Interested?

a

SKIERSI Buy of the season! Save! One
week lift ticket at Sugarbush Vt. Great
Spring Skiing!. $120 value. Best offer. -Send
bid by March 20 to: Coheco Valley Humane
Society, P.O. Box 1267, Dover, NH 03820
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TIFF! Hope you've been
re·ading the personals, sorry we're late.
· Candy-0, Polo, Scooter, Breezy, Zuba,
Skippy and Tippy.

To the men of Pi .Kappa Alpha- -8,allsy,
Ballsy! Looking forward to Boston. E. Cox
To MB: Thanks for a great Founde_rs Day! ·
Although I couldn't quite keep up, I had
a great time. Looki'ng forward to a complete
tour th.is summer -ErnieTo the ladies of AED, 1. rea lly enjoyed the
cocktail party. Thanks for the opportunity
to attend. Next time I am in town, I will
, definitely dmp i,h and sa_y1 hello. Thank you
·Sharon, Sincerely trnie t. Pi K~ppa Alpha
Chapter Conswltant
Stace- just a quick note to say "Have a .
. great week in Canad.a!" You deserve it!!
Love: Jay; your favorite roomie.

Heide- Wow- a personal just for you! How
about a.glass of milk? (Some cookies too?)
'' CongratwlatiO!lS Marston Cot,Jrt Jesters
Get psyched for break! We'll have to do
your v-ball victory. Schroeder stay away
something FUN- milk the cows?!?!? Lisa
from the circuit breaker.s, good "crus·h"
Packy- a small message to let 'yoti know
. Oliv~r. watch your nose Breezy, Scooter
I love you and miss you dearly. You mean.
at what velocity can you spike volleyball?
everything in the world to me and for as
Let's gather at the Temple, Love Polo and
long as I can wil,I try to keep you part of
Hai,r Transplant, do you have the perfect ATTENTION PATRICK S! (my favorite . Candy-b.
it. Smoke
edgeT
,
.
bartender), OON'T FORGET to sm(le! Still
Hi Scott, you sweeti-e! Here's the personal .
To
the gorgeous brunette '?n JD 1st- Love
glad we met? I am Love, Debbie
~NCC can we quote you?
you've alwa,ys dr~amed of; You're one
(luv) n. a deep a,ffection for or attachment
gorgeous hunk of a man and I want yom
Phlegm, wipe that ridiculous smurk off-your Beanhead-Here's the last personal You'll
or devotion to someone, or the expression
get from me for a while. H1:1ve fun on your · body!! (Chuckle, chuckle) Have a great
tace!
of th.is. A strong, usually : passionate,
"world
tour",
and
I'll
talk
to
you
when
you
,time
in
Florida
and
have
a
great
birt~daySecond Annu!,11 Lord Hall H.oop Classic,
affection of one person for another. My
get
back-l'lnre
up
here,
y'know.
Your
!!..But
please
try
not
to
go
too
raw!!
BApril 5 & 6 .. Entry forms avail'able in rooms ·
sentime!7ts for you exactly. JMM .
patience, hope, and tolerance is amazing,
101 and 324 Loard. $12 Entry Fee. T-shirts
To my buddy · Ann in J.D.- Have an
Pat,
Saritas Vi,llage, Fillinton, Hampton,
I wish I had a little more of,all three. Thanks
for top two teams. Form more information
· awesome vacation in "PEAKSKILL!" I want
Chicago, VCRS & Drive-Ins. Roses·,
for
.your
luff
and
sµpport.
The
Forever
call Keith H. at 4389.
to hear all ab~ut it... Smile: Love Meg
wa·tches, chains, necklaces, rings and
Durham-Skip.
·
·
·
To Debbie_, Mary, Packy, Todd, Bill Yeaton
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
bracelets. Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving,
Fre<:JerickHave
a
great
time
in
Utah.
Keep
and J.R.. We're all meeting in ".the keys"
f.or good summer painters. $5- 7 hour.
B-day and \/ -days,. Mountain climbing,
your Calvins on. Love Peg.
for a big bash! Get psyched!! Love, Meg
Apprenticeship program- We'll train you.
swimming, swimming 1 skiing and playing .
The organized students. 1-800-346-4649
Time, past, and present. What of the future?
To J.R. at AGR- We'll meet you· in the
Hope, Rab, Sue, and Linda 'babies-Drink
J.
breakdown lane of Aligator Alley, on the
some brewhas for me in Florida and bring
The NEW H,AMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN will
left! l:ove Meg. P.S. I can't wait to.see Chris'
me back a beach .bum. Think of me slaving
be presenting their 7th annual Spring
Hope-here it · is! What you've always
face ...
away in that factory making icl:) ·gacks and
Songfest on Saturday April 12 Ull at 7:30 · · wanted! "You are a beanbag, Hope." Now
party extra t;lard . Tbe Andoverite.
p.m. in the Granite St. Room of tl:le MUB
it's in print. Have fun in Florida. Andrea
Hey #18-J.R. I'm not sure if I should listen
to your suggestions about my sore ankle-·
seeing how your's, is in a cast!! It's starting
to get better anyways (but you never know
when it might have a relapsel)
Hey #18- .J.R.- After laughing at my paper,
it looks like I'm th _
e one who needs help
with the coaches book- How about it? ·

-FOUND: Woman's-watch in .Durham Bank
last week. Call Gary at 749-2587. Leave
message.

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for gGod summer painters. $5- 7 / hour.
Appre-nticeship program- we'll train you.
The organized students. 1 -800-346-4649

SERVICES

The NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN will
Ire presenting their 7th annual Spring
Songfest ·on Saturday April 12th at 7:30
p.m in the Granite St. Room at the MUB.

Going Away? Responsible s·enior citizen
will house-sit your pets, pla.nts or propertyrninium two weeks. References. 742-7962.

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

THE UNIVERSITY O.F NEW HAMPSHIRE
·. CREW TEA' M HAS LEFT FOR WEST
VIRGINIA AT 6 AM THIS MORNING. MAY
ALL THEIR EFFORTS RESULT IN A REPEAT OF 1 s,t PLACE MEDALS DURING
THEIR SEASON. LET'S SURPRISE THE
NATIONAL ROWING ASSOCIATION.
GOOD LUCKllf-J,HH

RED!Rt:CTION : A Christ,ian mir1is'try seeking to help 1/lo~e in b.o.mo.s.exual bor-1 d age
to freedom through Jesus Christ. Corne
to one,. of 9ur weekly olosed meetings.
Please':' wrlte to R·ed.irecti0n-Ministry, P-.Cf ·:--l'·I ey S-eniors., Onily 4Jf days left to party;>·
Box 3740, Manthester, NH 0~1.05
party, party.,This Manchester Party Ma_FOR SALE
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'For the adventurous shopper THE LAST
·HURRAH effers.grane op~=
m ing St. Patrick's
Day savings. Mon. March -17 only. Anything
green is your's for an additional 10% off.
Choose from: men's: women's, children's,
infant's, and vintage clothing; housewares,
records, jewelry, and pottery at 9 Main St.;
~Dover 749-2930 (In Smiley's Plaza)
J. Thanks for showing up. not only are you
beautiful, but you have style as well. Don't .
worry 9-bout being afraid, I really was too!
We'll get over it. The music major-from the
bridge
·
To t~e happy commuter: Make your
~ppiness known- Sue

.ori

a

HAPPY 19th
BIRTHDAY
KRISTEN
Don't forget to .t ake this'
most prized,possession
with you to ,Florida!

PARTY IT UP!!

<:;
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Wildcat baseball squildStarts season in Florida

. .
.
.
·By Alan Adelman
tough , defense at third base:
Th _e University of New Second base will be in the hands
Hampshire baseball team will of Tom Farrin. La~t year Farrin
begin play today in th<;: warm tur·n eq in a .978 fielding perClimate of Sanford, Florida. The centage and drew 12. walks at
Wildca'ts will get in a week of the plate.
, competition before returning
South pa.w mounds man Jori
home to resume workouts.
Gilb€-r t (3-2, 2 saves, 2.77 era)
"We'.ll be bringing 18 players and junior John· Foss will share'.
down and should-play about ten first base _w hen ·not pi,tching.
games, regardless of how far we Rounding out the staff are
go in the tournament," said head sophomore Tom Charbono (3. 1, 3.86 era), senior John Hencoach Ted Conner.
Leading the way for the drick (1-0), Mello, and freshmen
Wildcats will be senior captain Rick Staba and Joe Teixeira.
Mike Shriner. Comiflg off an · "Overall I would say ou__r
errC>rless year in rightfield, . pitching is above average," said
Shriner carries a .342 career Conner. ''It's not an overpow-'
batting average and is closing ering staff and we're relatively
·
in on the career runs batted in. untested."
record. Also returning in the
According to Conner, it' will
outfield are Scott Chilson, Steve be very important for the
Larkin, and sophomore Kevin pitchers to throw strikes and
Mello.
keep the Wildcats in .the games.
Chilson batted .366 last year "Last year we had a powerful
a_n d didn't commit an error in lineup which could com~ back
89 chances. Larkin hit at a .306 if the other team jumped ahead
clip and drew 12 walks, while eady. 'fhis year the hitters aren't
Mello hit .345 in a reserve role a:s strong and we'll have to stay
and helped out on the mound close," said Conner.
with a win in relief. Bob Shuler
Senior ·catcher Rich Wilkins
will be r~turning after a year (.416, 19 rbi, 8 extra base hits)
off and shouJd get some time . will retur.n to handle the pitch·. in left field.
ing 'staff. Backing Wilkins up
· "We'll have a couple changes will be Jon Hoadley, who will
in the outfield this year, but also see action as the designated
everyone has had experience out hitter. Cornellier and Kevin
The UNH baseball sqaud begins its 1986 campaign this .weekend in Sanf~rd, Flo.rid~~ (file
there,:__said Conner.
Suflivan will be waiting in the
photo) .
·
·
.
The infield is similar to the wings as the doubleheaders start
one that -turned 26 double plays rolling in,
for a Wildcat squad_that posted
. Following the tournament, / ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • · · •
an 18-9 overall record last year. - weather permitting, the Wild- i
(continued from page 20)
Sophomore Bob Barrett will be cars begin their 37 games in 47 - sophomores Brendan O'Brien,
Overall, Garber is .confident. . · · '~There's no team we catl ·jusf ·
taking over at shortstop this days schedule on March 29 wi_th Kevin Growney and Jack .Mun. 'Tm op~timi~tic pecause ·I ·walk out onto the field and beat, ·
. year following the graq.uation a doubleheader at Yale. The govan as well as junior Seth . know if we play together as a · that's· for sure,"said Garber: .
of all-star: St~n Jurkoic. Darren Wildcats are slated to open at Worcester as players expected group, we'll do just fine,'' said . "W•e 're going · to take .. each'.,_-.
Marcou (14 rbi, 13 runs) will home on April 9 againsf Bow- to contribute their talents .to the Garber. ,
,
, ,:-; (game) a step at a rimf;·;,.
<team.
Y e.t he was also cau.tious. ·
again pro'7i~~ the ~U1c_at~~!_th doin in a d(!)ubleheader.
.

'

,

M ·LAX
. . . ·- - - - - - - - - - - -

SENIORS!
..

'

It's. time for .THE-GRADUAIE

We're accepting essays now
for publication this ·spring
I .

DEADLINE APRIL 11
Drop off or send to:
Matt Klam
Admissions Office
Thompson Hall
·1nformat.i onal meeting Wed., March 26 8:00 pm
Hamilton-Smith Rm. 41
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McCabe -strives for Olympics
By Geoff,Polglase

.As a freshman,, he re·gistered
For Ed McCabe, success has a 46-11 heave in the shot put.
always been the result of hard . Trying the 35-poGnd weight
work and determination.
throw for the first time, McCabe
. A junior tri-captain -for . the recorded a throw of. 32-7. By
University. of New-Hampshire season's end, he added almost
track team, McCabe has dedi- eight feet to his effort:
cated himself to achieving lofty
"Ed was an unknown quantity
goals, not only in athletics, but when he came here,'' says Bouin academics as well.
langer. "He has given everyMcCabe lefrered in football, thing he could to be the best and
basketball aµd track at Bishop now it is beginning to pay off.
Guertin High School in Nashua, Eve~yone now knows Ed
NH. UNH head track coach Jim McCabe and they ar_e starting
Boulanger remembers the first to worry about him anp what
time he saw' McCabe.
he· is capable of."
.
"He was play.ing in the state
·McCabe is within reach of the
basketball championships,'' says · indoor and outdoor records for
Boulanger, " .a nd although he the shot put. He is jU$t two feet
wasn't the best player on the shy of the shot. mark, while his
court, you could teH that he was indoor throws have already
a determined kid. He was bang- bettered the outdoor_mark of
ing around out there and doing 52'3''. He has added eight feet
the best job he could."
to his weight throw and is just
· In high school track, McCabe five feet . from .teaching the
competed in the shot put and standard of 63 feet 10 inches .
-discus. When he first came to He is . approaching the UNH
UNH, he had _n o desire to try marks in the discus and the
anythiiig else. He soon realized hammer throw as well. He is
he would be cheating himself. the defending Easterns ch~m:-·

..
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pion in the wdght e:vertt and
should again be one of the top
weight men iq_~ew ·England.
''I've been practicing for so
long,'' says McCabe, "that I
wouldn't know what to do if I
didn't have practice after school
every day, And the work isn't
· too hard since l can ·see the
results every meet."
"My mairt goal right now is
to . attend the 1988 Olympic
trials. I just want to be abk to
say I got there. Of course, if I
realiz~ that goal, J won't stop. _1
. I'll establish new goals."
i
Outside of t.1:ack, McCabe has
one goal that is equally important. Carrying just under a ,.0
grade point average in Political
There are hard times ahead for the people who insist on
Science, he hopes· .to attend law
believing they are immune from the rules of society because
school.
·
·
they are athletes. The topic of drug abuse has been in existence
"Academics are a c~allenge
for centuries; yet, it is just recently making headlines in almost
just like-everything else, I realize
every sport. With isolated incidents, drug abuse by the comp~titve
tllat law school is only a pos"elite" was downplayed by almost everyone. Never again will
. sibility if I give everything. I can
that state of mind exist, there are too many stories of this '
. to my schoolwork as well."
kind surfacing.
,
·
Friends and competition have
Professional sports such as football, baseball, and hockey ·
been important to McCabe. As
are riow trying to implement drug-testing prog~ams for their
an -eighth grade basketb~ll playrespective leagues. The drug-abuse scare is even affecting
er, McCabe felt he was not as
other sports: the Boston Marathon has introduced its program
good as his friends. That bothis week and Boston University is starting a random diugthered him so much that he
t~st program next fall. That there is opposition to these measures
spent hour after hour in his
is an indication that there is something to hide. The N.E. Patriots
driveway practicing. The only
perhaps pers~nify the problems of drug-testing:''They were
thing that mattered to him was
praised and crucified at the same time, by both players and
that he was just as _good as his
non-players alike. ·
friends.
Something has to be done. Fans will not sit quietly on this
"The friendships l have deveissue; especially, as those ticket prices go up. Athletes owe
loped through the years and at
it to the fans to insure that the athlete's perfo.r mance will
UNH -are very important to me.
be the best it naturally cah be; the axiom, "there are no
I like the idea that some of the
substi-tutes" applies particularly well here. It is a sign of the
. kids that I competed against in
times that a school of B.U.'s caliber is adopting such extreme
high school are now my teammeasures; but, then again, it always takes strength to steer
mates· and good friends. That
a straight course, and that is what is needed by many of today's
has got tQ be the µiost impottaht
prima donnas-rather, athletes. If they can't steer their -own·
gain inmy time at UNH."
course, then. give them guidance~... Which sports publication
.j
Dudng the early meets of his
do you prefer-The Sporting News or Sports Illustrated? They've
freshman year, he was jus :
both bee~ around many years (TSN's 100-year birthday is
learning the technique ofthe
coming up next week; SI was founded in 1898). TSN is a.
weight throw. He. always felt
news paper in magazine form and costs $1.95 for a weekly·
that his opponents were laughcopy. SI comes out weekly and costs $2.25 per issue. An article
ing at him. He was constantly
in this week's SI calls TSN "The Bible of Baseball." We're
stepping out of the circle or
not sµ .re what r ·s N calls SI; but, Si's feature-style of writing
watching his throws go out qf
is a contrast to TSN's report-it-like-we-see-it style. Any way
bounds.
you look at it, they're both worth the money ...... .
"At (irst, J just wanted to
Did you know: Boston Celtic's Bill Walton has had his nose
make sure I did not finish last.
broken 13 times ... Auburn University halfback Bo Jackson recently
Now that I am' improving, I'm
ran 4.12 seconds in the ·40-yard dash for the NFL National
starting to ' pass those same
Scouting Combine ... Nicholas Arena, of Phillips Academy in
people that were laughing at
Exeter, has the nation's fastest time in the high school boys
me."
1000-yard run with a time of 2:1_5.. l...St. John's University _
At 6-4; 250 pounds not too
senior Walter Berry is the winner of. the 10th John R. Wooden
· 'D/
many people are laughing at Ed
Award as the nati?n's top college basketball player ... Kansas
McCabe now. ·
·
City Royal Reliever Dan Quisenberry has won _the Rolaids
Relief Man in the American League five out of the last six
~ote: , ~eoff Polglase h an , years ... Philadelphia 76er Moses Malone, the fourth leading
scorer still active in the NBA, has played for five other
mtern 1 1: the UN_H Sport.s
_lnformatton Office.·
professional basketball teams (3 in the NBA, 2 in the now
·}
defunct ABA) ... Boston Red Sox third baseman, Wade Boggs
{
has a four-year career batting average of .351...UNH Wildcat
j
senior Mike Shriner led the NCAA in fewest strikeouts per - -;at bats last season ... Newmarket high school boys basketball
coach,,John Langlois, who has be~n the head coach for the
Mules since the 1979-1980 season, has won three State
viduals ~hose teams did not
Championships ... nine major league baseball players received
qualify, w\10 will participate in
their full pay in 1985 without ever playing (former Red Sox
!
the meet.
shortstop Rick Burleson, now playing, who is suiting up for
•j .
The Univers ity of Mass·athe California Angels, leads this list with a guaranteed salary
j
chusettes has the largest conof_$856,667) ... UNH -women's· ice hockey team head coach,
tingent. with eight performers.·
3;
Russ McCurdy, has a career wipning percentage of 92 % coaching
Its three all-around .p erformers
the Lady Wildcats the last 9 years. (Career record off I61- ' ~
are Sue Allen -(34.87), Tricia
12-3 includes the 1986 ECAC Chamoionshio ). · ·
l
Harrity (34.1) and Lori KaufPro basketball has climbed out of the depths and into the
!_.:
man (33.77). UMass also placed
prime time on many Sundays. Undoubtedly, some of this
two each in the vault, Laurie
1
popularity is .due to the high offense scoring power generated
-,~.:
Kelly and Chris Polansky, the
~y the likes of Dr. J., Magic Johnson, Isiah Thomas, and Mr. ·
uneven pars, Sue Carney and
1 >
Sure himself, .the terror from Terre Haute, Larry Bird. But
l
Polansky, and the floor exercise,
scoring a hoop in the NBA is get~ing to·o easy. To remedy the
1
. Chris Cloutier and Lisa T okarek.
~
The other individuals .come · situation, two solutions are offered; Make slam dunks worth
only one point af!d raise the .baskets at least another foot. (Hah,
~- ·
from .the University of Pennsyltake that Spud Webb)...
·.
.
£ >
vania, Long Island University
· .What if_: Roger Clemens shoulder 1s healed, Oil Can Boyd
and Brown. Kay Cee Drass, the
matures, and Bob Stanley has his best- year? ... rumor has it
{
lone UPenn performer, is in the
that B.C. basketball coach, Gary_Williams, will be the Ohio
J
all-around, while LIU's Darcy
1·
State University basketball coach within a week....
.·
Sinkett qualified on beam. Both
Answer to last week's trivia question: There are 55 athletes
'f of Brown's gymnasts Karen
in the.UNH "100 Club" Hall of Fame.
•
. · .
D'Entremont and Cathy CosTrivia question: Who was the first woman to be 'elected
{
eren, qualified on beam.
to the UNH Hall of Fame? see ya next week.
;

ALL-

B·ASES

by Aaron Ferraris
·and Philiip Andrews

J

UNH weightman Ed McCabe has proven -to be one of the best
in New E_n gland.(Bob Arsenau~t photo) .

------------GYMNASTS ---------(continued from page 20)
owns the team-high score with co~captain.Julie Hamon. One
a 9.3 on floor exercise.
of the leading performers on
UConn is als·o on a roll, bars is senior Lisa Stroud, while
havirig won its last 11 meets. sophomore Pam Andtellos and
However the Huskies are not freshman Suzanne Black add
at full strength, as they will be depth on beam and floor exerwithout Carol McDonough, who . cise respectively.
holds school records in three
Northeastern is the only team
· events. ,
the Wildcats have faced this
Trying to make up for the loss season, with UNH coming out
of McDonough are senior cap- on t_he winning end, 168. 7tain Judy McCurry, and fresh.:. 165.6. The Huskies, runner-ups
men Tina Sawyer and Tara a year ago in the ECACs, ended
Hayes. Another freshman, Lynn this season, at 12-3 and had a
Heffernan is the leading vaulter team-high score of 173.55 in the
with a 9.1 to her credit.
win over Yale.
Cornell is also a fo~midable
NU senior tri-captain Sharon
opponent. -The Big Red went Mahler is a strong contender
8-4 during the regular season fot the alt-around title. She
and won the New York State scored 35.8 against Yale. SupChampionships, sweeping the porting Mahler are tri-captain
. top three all-around spots.
· Kim Mullaney, senior Stephanie
Sophomore co-captain Jeanne Richard, sophomore Staci BurPitts captured the title at the gess and freshman Nancy
Championships, followed by McDonald. ·
junior Carolyn ·Boos and senior·
There are also twelve indi-

!

l
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UNH gymnasts

host✓ ECAC · c~a~pionship

By Steve Langevin
season.
.
_The UNH gymnastics squad
Hager . and classmate Patty
goes aftet its third consecutive Converse have led UNH all
ECAC championship Saturday. season. Hager's specialty is the
when it hosts the event at 1 pm vault which she has won six
in Lundholm Gym.
times this season. Her best
Four teams will try to de- showing this season came in thethrone the top-seeded · Cats .upset of nationally-ranked Mich(176.4) this year. Yale (173.52) igan State, where she won the
is the. top _contender, followed _ all -around with a 36.15. Con. .by·tl?e University of Connecticut . verse has also had a successful
.. (P3 .03), Cornell (171.98) and freshman campaign, winning
Norhteastern (171.60).
I
-the · all-around, and balance
UNH head coach Ga~l beam three times each and ·the
Goods peed sees this as a meet floor·exercise six times.
"any team can win. We have the
Yale, the Ivy League chambest team on paper," says Goods- pion, posted a 5-1 mark this
peed, "but the other teams are season. Norhteastern snapped
all close. They have taken turns Yale's 14-meet winning streak
beating each other.''.
two weeks ago. The Eli are led
The Wildcats should be· at by two freshmen, Jen Spiegel
almost full strength for the meet• and Tracy Lassin. Spiegel holds
after resting freshman Tammy the school record with a 36.25
Hager and senior co-captain - all-around score, while Lassin
Toby Kapp, who were injured
in the final meet of the regular · GYMNASTS, page 19

Wildcat wrestlers
at NCAAs in Iowa
..

'

.

.

.

By Steve Langevin
However because their opAll four of UNH's represen- ponents in the first round made
tatives were eliminated from it to the quarterfinals, Schwern, The UNH gymnasts hostthe-ECAC .Championships tomorrow in L~ndholm Gymnasium.
further · competition at the Weckwerth, Madigan · re· UNH_is the two-time defending champ.(file photo)
·
NCAA wrestling tournament entered the tournament.
I
.
.
.
•
•
In his second match Schwern
held in low<!_ last night'.
The four Wildcats were de- lost to Indiana University's Scott 1
feated in the first round. Dave Duncan 10-3. Weckwerth had ·
Beaulieu· lost 8-0 to Nebras,ka's little more success losing to John
Terry Cook at 126-lbs; Paul Szalai of Ohio University 9-4 ·By J. Mellow
March 15 against 12th ranked a stint in midfield last season.
Schwern lost by technical fall, and Madiga~ came closest, losLed by tri-captains Tom Ar-. Delaware in Newark, MD beResuming p lay with Arrix as
21-5, to sixth-seeded· Joey i-ng 8-4 to' Garrett Keith of rix, John Silverio and Andy
fore taking .on ninth -ranked middies this year are senior Rich
McKenna of Clemson at 150- North Carolina State.
Soma, the UNH· men's lacrosse Maryland in College Park March Halle and sophomore Mike
lbs;.Tim Weckwerth was pinned
Beaulieu and Weckwerth had team heads into its 1986 season
19. UNH also takes- on 11th McCaffrey, two players who
· at 1':08 by second-ranked Darryl won New England titles, while this weekend with its annual ranked Towson State, a new were keys in the majority of last
Pope of Cal-State Bakersfield Sthwern received an at-large southern trip to th~ Maryland, addition to this season's sche- season's fifteen games for the
at 167-lbs; and heavyweight Con bid. Madigan was .chosen be- Delaware area for tough con - dule, March 22 in Towson, MD. Cats. Expected to join them is
Mad-i gan lost by technical fall, cause he was a runner-up at New tests March 14-23.
.
· Thus, while the rest of us go senior Eric Harvey, returning
25-10, to fourth-seeded John •. Englands and the champion was
The Cats, 8-7 last season and on vacation, the men's lacrosse to the squad after a year's
Heropolous of Iowa State.
injured and unable to compete.
absence.
ranked third in New England team goes to work.
in a Brine Pre-Season Poll, open
"It's going to be very inter- · Defense, however, will be the
· esting," said UNH head coach UNH stronghold . Havi ng lost
Ted Garber of the trip. "It's just two defensemen _to graduagoing to be a good test. Last year, tion, four yea.r veterans and
these 'teams (Maryland, Dela - senior anchors Steve Fay and
ware) ~ook us for granted ... this Steve Zamojski as well as soyear, that won't happen. They're phomore Jack Sebastian all
return to join tri-captain Silgoing to be coming after-us."
Yet Garber remains optim- verio in the backfield, making
istic about how his team will what should be an almost unstand up for thi~ trip, and -the beatable 4nit.
UNH also remains strong in
season as a whole.
"We've got very good chem- the nets with the return ·of
istry," said Garber. "Our offense goaltender Soma. Playing in ' all
has the capability to scope, and but one game last" season, Soma
we have a very experienced tallied a 10.2_7 goals against
defense with some talent dif- average and a .5 59 saves per-initely there."
centage. Backing Soma will be
"This is one of the best groups junior Dave Applefield who, .
I've had here as far as the make despite playing in just four
games last season, has p_roven
· up of the team," said Garber.
·
- Despite having lost their two himself in het.
''There's no doubt we have
top _scorers, co-captains Brian
Byrnes (70-105-1 75 on career) two solid goalkeepers," said
and Steve Giatrelis (96-36-132 Garber of Soma and App1efield.
on career), the next three play- "Andy will start, but I have noers who rounded off last year's question about putting Dave in
·
~
list of top five goal-getters at all."
As far as new-comers to the
return ~o Lewis Field this year.
Expected to lead the pack, Wildcat squad are concerned,
then, are UNH juniors Barry Garber mentioned Ron Bans-ak
. Frase-r (39-17-56 last se·ason) (Norwalk, CT), Glen IJ~rcourt
and Steve Thomas (32 -8~36). (Utica, NY), Frank Fiore (Os1985 All-American and All New sining, NY) and Dave Haynes
England midfielder Arrix (25- (Skillman, NJ) as· rookies who
9-34) will also key in the Cats' could see time on the field this
_
srnring, as will senior· teammate season.
.
.
·
In
addition,
. Garber cited
Tom
Snow
(9-9-18),
who
reThe Wildcat men's lacrosse team· epens its se~son to·m orrow at Delaware. UNH split !Vith
turns
to
the
UNH
offense
after
M.LAX,
page
18
th~ Blue Hens last season. (file photo)
. -

Meri's lacrosse season opens

------

